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OVERVIEW

This report summarizes.,a discussion of problems and issues related to
occupational and professional regulation that took place during four
regional meetingsgattended by nearly 100 officials from 30 states.
Participants included state legislators, licensing administrators,
attorneys general staff members, governors' aides, and consumer officials.

Among the questions considered were the fo4lowing:*

What purposes are served by regulation? (p.8)
.

* How can states halt-the proliferation of unnecessary licensing? (p211)

s Is it possible to de-regulate an occupation or profession when the

need has ceased to exist? (The "Sunset" approach) (p.16)

What type of,adMinistrative arrangementstare most likely to promote
efficiency and accountability? (p.28) .

What is th'e functiod of regulatoryboards? Should they' be advisory

or decisionTmakine .(p.22)

What role should public members play? How can their effectiveness

beincreased? (p.31)

What qualifications shoUld be used to deterMine
(pp.20) 38)

What can be done to increase the quality of tests used for licensure?

(P-39)

o How can continued competedcy be assured? (p.35)

What impact do reciprocity/endorsement policies have on mobility of
skilled workers and pro'fessionals? (p.44) ,

I

Why is en6rcement the weakest link in the regulatory chain? (p.47)

How can boards be made more responsive to consumer interests? (p.50)

While these, and similar questions were explored, no attempt was made to
. solve specific problems or to arrive at any firm conclusions: Participants

agreed that' since the states shared many problems in common, it made sense
for them to seek solutions through cooperattve projects.' One such project,
the development of a Handbook on Occupational and Professional Regulation,
is outlined briefly. (p.60)

* Numbers refer to page(s) in final report where topic is di ussed.
/
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND: LICENSING PROBLEMS AND ISSUFS

Licensing of occupations and professions is designed to protect the public

health and safety and to control fraud, but regulation' also ploses barriers

_

acras tpe entire spec&um of the American labor Force. By placing restric-
. .

tions on job entry and-mobility, licensing influences the availability,

quality, and cost of serAces. Consumer groups recogmize that licensing

often restriCts competition and leads to higher prices.

As legislators and public interest groups are looking mord closely at the

proliferation of licensing and the way licensing operates, they are

raising questions about the need for so much licensing; whether alterna-
,

tive approaches might accomplish the same purpose; and whether the benefits

to the public are worth the cost.

These groups are also challenging qualifications for determining eligibi-

lity for licensure and tests, used to as$ess competency. Are requirements

valid? Are they clearly related to the job or have they been imposed as

exclusionary devices? Once practitioners have been licensed, what

assurance does,the public have that they have kept up to date.and are

still competent? In the face of charges that many licensing boards have

.-v

misused thefr power, how can boards be made accountable and responsive

to the public interest?

These and similar questions had been raised by Bendamin Shimberg and his
-

associates in a study, Occu ational Licensin : Practices and Policies,
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1973, funded by the ManpoweX.Mministratioll (nOw the Employment end

Traini4 Administration) U.S. Department of Labor. In 1974 thellanpower

Adminis,ti-ation convened, an ad hoc committee of state-level regulatory

officials to reyiew an ETS propOsal which-was aimed at finding out what'

prob)ems states liad in common-and whether it might be-feasible foi- them

td seek solutions on a cooperative basis. On the committee's recommenda-

tion, and with support from USDL,,ETS conducted a Feasibility Study

.during 1975. The title of the,project was "Cooperative Planning'to.

Improve Occupational Regulation."

THE FEASIBILITY STUDY: FORMAT, PARTICIPANTS,- PURPOSE

The Feasibility Study' tOok the form of four conferences lleld in the cid%

listed below, to which one or more participant's camefrom the state6

indicated:

-\yaiicago: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin

Atlanta: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia

San Francisco: Alaska, Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington

Newark: Connecticut,'Maryland, Massachusetts,.New Jersey,
New York; Pennsylvania, Rhode Island

a

Participants were 32'state legislators and legislative aides, 27 licensing-

administrators, 16 legal officers, 15 consumer officialsand 6 governors'

aides -- a total of 96 individuals from the 30 states

Each conference was a problem-oriented work session Ooviding a forumiwhere

participants could identlfy common problems, exchange viewpoints, and explore

ES- i
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possibilities for interstate cooperation. No attempt was made to solve

specific problems or.to arrive at any firm conclusions.

In developing plans for the study;TTS received advice anld cooperation

from the National, COuncil.on Occupationa icdhs-ing-(NCOL), an organization

made up primarily ofgdministrators of state-level licensing agencies. The
-

Council of State 'Governments also provided informal assistance.

The study pursued the following objectives:

1. To determine the problems and issues.related to.soccupational and

professional regulation that were of concern to'state officials;

2. Toascertain the interest angl readiness of state officials to ?A

participate in cooperative projects aimed at resolving some of

these problems and issues;
-

To develop strategies for an adion-orientedPoject-that would"
help bring about needed changes'in occupational and professional

regulation in the states.

OUTCOMES OF THE CONFERENCES

Major problems and concerns emerging from the discussions covered eight

broad topics.

Proliferation of Licensure

"Everybody wants to be licensed or certified...they want it because it is

a status thing and we're fighting them as hard as we can:" This comment .

by a participant is typical of the feeling of many. Because of the rapi0/

growth of new requests for licensing, and the criticism that licensing

serves the interests of the regulated group rather than those of the public,

the purposes of licensing need tC1 be reexamined. Guidelines need/to be

developed to assist legislators-in deciding whether or not to OProve new

ES-3
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requests for 4icensure.

The need for-regulation should b arefully doCumented; alternatives to

mandatory lic,rIsure should. be thoroughly examined; and the costs of

regulation in relation to anticipated benefits should be set forth as

objectively as possible.

Several state officials suggested that_all regulpted occupations be subject

to periodic review to determine whether the need for regulation still

'exists and whether the agency hasyerformed its functions to benefit the

public. Such review might lead to the repeal or modification of the

statute or call attention to needed administrative reform.

Regulatdry Boards

Participants devoted more lime to the subjectiof licensing boards than to

any other topic. They felt that the,function ofboards should be more

-clearly defined. Should they be advisory or decision-making? Legislators

were concerned with such details as composition of boards, terms of office,

duties and responsibilities, and grounds for removal of\board members.

Much discussion focused on-the role of public members boards, with

legislators wanting to knoAwhat functions such members shoWd perform;

what qualitiei they should possess; 1:iow.they should be ch sen; and what

types of training-and support services would enhance thei usefulness.

Accountability

To whom should boards be accountable? How might activfties of boards be .

monitored to insure that their regulatory powers, are- being used in the

. 9 .

ES-4.



public interest?-legiSlators were_interested ln ways to organize regula-

tory activities insure b th effective administration and adequate

accountability. They also de..ted the advantages af centralized licensing

administration -- so-called "umbrellelagencies compared with decentral-
,

ized models.

6alifications for Licensure

Many participants were troubled by lack of uniformity, inequities, and -

inconsistencies kthe requirements among different occupations.and aeross

states. How valid are such requirements as experience, training, age,

citizsip, and "good moral haratter"? One person asked, "js there any

evidence that people with fewe years of expeiience re ndt qualified?"'

a

Concern was expressed about p ocedures used jn licensing out-of-state and

foreign lpplicants. Are such-procedures equitable? Do they permit

qualified people to move from one place to another without undue difficulty?

Is,the system sufficiently flexible to accoMmodate qualified individuals

who may have received their training or acquired experience under non-'.

' traditional circumstances?

Testing for Competence

Most boards use examinations to assess competency of applicants, but

participants expressed concernobout the.quality of-both the written and

performance te9ts used. Few people seemed to have confidence-in the

-40
effettiVeness of examjnations prepared by--lotal_boardS, nd some.expressed

reservations about national testfrig progrargsl Do tests meet the professional7

.standards of thelimerican Psychological Association,or satisfy the testing

guidelines of the Equal Employment Opportunity tommiSSion? Licensing

ES-5
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admfnistrators indicated.that they would Welcome assistance in-evaluating
4

locally prepared examinations and in condUcting trailling programs to help

make board meMbers more aware of the qualities that a,valid competency

exaffiTon should possess.

k

A number of participants felt that the use of "unassembled" examinations
/

should be explored. Such examinatiOns rely on a review of an individual's

credentials rather than on a test, and permit an evaluation of the person's. .

education and relekfant experience.

Continued Competence

Most of the emphasts in licensing has been on initial competence, with

little attention to the\question ortontinued competence. Recently,

1

legislators have been under increased pressure to require that licensed

practitioners participate\in programs of continuin'g education as a
i

1.

condition of license renewal. Proposals to require performance audits or
,

periodic reexamination .a. a basis for relicensure Ihave usually been
I

opposed by trade and professional groups. ,

The conferences raised many questions about the need for mandatory cOntinuing 4'1

\

education programs. A typical question: "Is it worthwhile to subject a

whole discipline to mandatory cOntinuing education when only a small

mj,nqr.ity may need it?" Another participant criticized continuing education

as "w'\ndow,Jdressing " because "a person gets credit for attending a meeting

or tak a course. But that doesnt necessarily mean he's competent:"

' \

Among other questions raised were thOse about the cost of continuing educa-

tion to the consumerthe effectivene s.of continuing education in protecting

I.
\

_

1 1:
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the consumer-froffi incompetent practitioners, and wnat_impact differing-
- .

continuing education requirements might have on interstate mobiliiy of

skilled workers and professionals.

Enforcement

Most regulatory agencies plact major emphasj,s on setting standards and On
_

the initial :screening of applicants; but many fail to monitor licensees'to

r.

.
insure/that they are rendering service of high quality. Inadequate enforce-

-.

ment of laws and regulations was identified by many as the weakest link in

-
.

the regulatory schain. Several participants cited instances where boards
,

.

.

had been.la.aboutx taking action against licensees. One constler official
. \ ..

reported.on a matterin which his agericy had
)

interceded wilen a board failed
. ,

,
.

i

to take action because a complaint had been withdrawn after the'licensee !
x

had made monetary settlement. The agency official told the board, "Ti pis
.

man is a license holder: The act he committed is a violation of your own" '

-, rules and regulations, and you have an obligation to proceed on it."

-

board.ultimately suspended the violator's license.
0

Participants also expressed concern regarding possibleyviolations of due

proces When board members are actively involved in investigating charges,

-
. C

conducting hearing's, determining.guilt or innocence,\and deciding on appro-
i

,

\

p.irate penalties. A separate inver-tigativenit. and the use ofitdministrative..-_,

\

hearing Officers were suggested as ways to safeguard the constitmtional

rights e applicants, licensees, and consumers.

+

Protecting the Consumer

\

Lax enforcement and failure oT boards to intercede with licensees on behalf'

of aggrieved consumers was regarded by some as indicative of a proLindustry

ES-7
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bias. Recent actions taken by the'Federal Trade Commission were Oted

as evidence that some boards have abused their rule-making power to
1,

institutionalize anticomOetitive practices, such ,) against

price advertising.

Consumers do not understand the structure of government or the .channels

they can use to file and pursue a complaint. AlthOligh boards do have power

, J

to sutpend or revoke &license, most of them have no statutory authority to

provide redre-ss to a wronged or injured complainant. Among the suggestion's

Offered for improvement of consumer protection were the establishment of

an ombudsman-type agency for the pursuit of consbmer,complaints and greater

involvement by consumer groups:in the legWative and rule-making procesS.

-,RECOMMMATION: COOPtRATIV.P.ACTION

\ I

/

4.

The majar recommendation to.emerge from the four conferences was that states

shoUld seek ways to work together to solve common problems in the area of

occupitional and professional regulation..OesOte differences amofig states,

;their problems in,this a-rea are essentially similar, and it would be waste-

, ful and possibly even counter-productive for' eac/h state to seek solutions
,

.independently of Others. On an evaluation questionnaire, ,97% of thle

responding indicatedxthat they would be interested-An participating in

,

.cooperative activjties- 7

01...0.1.1..,1.14312091111.0staMS YIYIVER.l.aftLe,V

The.preject staf,f siggested' a h4j.tiaL venture the development of a

handboOk.or'resource file that'WouId eneo p ss problems,.and'solutions in

both the legislative and administrative areas. 'Such dbook should be

designed to provieastate officials with\practidal organizational



,

procedural guidance.with respect tO problems and issues that had been
/ (

discused at the cOnferences.. The handbook iight describe, for example,'

how a particular problem had been handled in one or mbre states; what

experts think-could (or shoUld). be done; what a preferred approach might

be; and what standards'appIy in a particularsituation.

4

ParticiOants Wongly supported this approach because it would'be

I J

sufficient4y flexible to accommodate the wide divekity amodg states. The

I

,pros and ,ons of each aproach,might be summarized along with Aemographic

. ,

or sit ational factors under which it had *been found.,to work or not

Work./ A'state could then select an ,pproach suited to its needs, or it

could AraWelementrom among the options presented'to tailor a unique

\

solUtion'to'fit.its oWn circuilistances. Nine out of ten respondentS to

'L

the evaluationqueqionn4i,re indicated that'Such a handbOOk would yield

benefits to their states..

I .

The usefulness and'pracOcality of theJandbobk woUld be enhanced byhaving

state officials participate actively as planners,.contributors, and

reviewers of materials being considered for inclusion. Such involvement

would make state officials more knowledieable about regulatory problems,
. /

more 'sensitive to thineed for Cliange, and more willing to initiate or

support reform efforts initheir own states.

14
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BACKGROUND AND' PURPOSE

Previous studies* have shown that occupationafand professional regulation

poses barriers'across the entire spectrum of the American labor force. By

placing restrictions on job,entry and mobility, licensing influences the

availability, quality, and tost of services. ,COnsumer groups have come to

recognize that licensing often restricts competition and results in higher

priceS.

,AS ieyi§lators, dad public interest.groups haVe begun to look more closely:

at the way licensing operates, questions have been raised,about'the need

for so much licensing, whether alternative approaches-might accomplish the

Hsame purpose,and. whether.the benefits to.the public are worth the cost.-

The:qualifications used to, determine eligibility and the tests used tO assess

competency are'being challenged. Are requirements valid? Are they clearly.
.
related to.thejob,or havethey been imposed as exclusionary devices? .What

assuranCe does the public have,that practitioners have,kept up to date-and. :

are still competent?. How can boards be made'more accoUntable.and More ..

responsive. o the public nterest?

In 1974, Educational Testing Service (ETS) proposed to the Manpower

..
Administration Cnow the EMployment and Training Administrationl of the U.S.

Department'oabor that a program: of.technical 'assistance be initiated to

'help-state regulatory officials,deal'more effectively with a number of

- problems and issues identified in earlier studies. Since state-level'I -;

q0icials, were to be the focus of theproposed demOnstration'proiect, the

ManpoWer Administration conVened an ad hoc committee of state,level officials

concerned With regulatory matter's to review the proposal and to suggest Ways

in which it.might bestrengthened. The comMittee recommendedthat A field;

studY be conducted tO determine the feasibility ofundertaking such.a venture._

\Members of the'comMittee felt:that state officials should be i*lyed not ,

only in the idehtification of,problems and issues butalso in the-exploration

of Rossibleaction-oriented approaches thatmould be most beneficial o their:.

In developing plans for the feasibilitY studY, ETS sought the advice and
.

.

cooperation'of the National Council-on Occupational Licensing (NCOL),, an

rganization made up primarily of administrators Of state-level licensing.

gencies: At its,annual meeting in Boise, IdahOin August.1974, the NCOL'

m mbership voted to.participate in the feasibility.study...

----The4-ReG4f.i.c...obja=tiv.e.s_c4.theig-warf-4---.. /

.

. /
.

o determine the. problems and issues Telated to,occupational and
professional regulation of concern tu-. state-level officials. / /

/

\ I. F

Shimberg et al. Occupationat Licerusinv- PAactizeA a-Ad Poticies.

Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1973. nis p.
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* To ascertain the interest and readiness of state officials to partici-
pate in cooperative projects aimed at resolving some of these problems
and,issues.

To develop strategies foran/action-oriented project t would help

bring about needed changes in occupational and profcsional regulation
in tt statrs.

It wat agreed that the focus/of the feasibility study would not be ln a
further detailing of the shortcomings of licensure. These, are alreadymell-
'known and-weTl-documented*Rather it-woulddetermihe Ohat positive steps
might be initiated to resolve important problems So that licensing:aight
better fulfill its tntended purpose of proteCting the public health and
Safetyiwittout impOsing,Unnecessary restrictions on the'fullestidemelopmen
andiltilization pf the ation's manpower:resources:

An underly7mg assumption of-the feasibility study was that there are already

a number ut-- forces working for change in the.states Some state officials

are devising innovative and creative Solutions. Others are becoming-aware

of the pra±lems, bui are not sure where they.can turn for help. UnfOr-

tunately,:aommunithion among ttates is yirtually nonexistent when t tomes
to licensing. Sta'te officials 7- even ilf neighboring states -- often do..i
not_know wno their counterparts are and dO not realize that bath may be
strugglinc- with/the ame problem or hat one 'may.already have found'a
solution the otiher might ute or adapt.

/ . v

The feasibili/ty study was undertaken tarfind out whether it would be
potsible to/get:the cooperation of state officials in a cooperative
planning ventUre; whether they would be willing to share their problems
and expertences Wiether they would 'actively support a project
aimed at AmproVing occupational regulatioo:
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II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STUDY

To-achieve the.objectives of the feasibili,4 i- was decided to Hy
together state officialS actively concerned about 1), ,osilg. The conference

format would enable such officials to-become-more aware Of licensing problems

in other states, to get to know Other.Officials with similar interests, and

to explore with them ways in which they.might work:together to Solve common

problems.

WHERE,CONFERENCES WERE HELD

The conferences were held at airport locations near major cities so that,

participants would be able to arrive and depart on the same day. The

following cities were selected as cOnference sites. The dates of each

conference and the states that sent one or more representatives are listed

below:

Midwest(ehicago) April 11, 1975
2 Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio,

WisConsin

'Southeast (Atlanta) May 15-16, 1975
Alabama, Florida', Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina,

Tennessee, Virginia

Far West (San Francisco) June 20, 1975
Alaska, Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Washington

/ Northeast (Newark) October 6, 1975
,
Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,

4)ennsylvania,''Rhode Island

HOW PARTICIPANTS WERE IDENTIFIED AND SELECTED

The following categories of officials were identified as desired pLticipants:

,

Administrators of state-level regulatory agencies

LegisTators with responsibility for regulatory matters; also legislative

aides or'staff personnel

Governors' Aid-es with responsibility for liaison with the legislatu e or

with regulatory boards

____,Atiormy_s_General staff legal officers) with responsibility for

disciplinary and enfoñéniéntiEtivities ---,--nr atrrstrrg-ttrards-tm-+egai----
matters

Consumer Officials concerned with the role of regulatory agencies in

safeguaiding the rights of consumers .
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To identify individuals with the requisite background and experience, three
approaches were used:

Letters.to governors. A letter was sent to each state informing the
.governor of the goals ofthe project, asking for the name§ of indi.
viduals in ea0h of the major categories, and requesting thata liaison
person be designated to facilitate cooperation with the'project.

_Thirty-seven governors responded either directly or through the heae.
of the umbrella agency. All but one expressed interest in ,the project,

offered to cooperate,/ind provided naMes of key-officials. ThirV,-one'

4governors designated specific'individuals to serve as liaison- with

the project./ -

,

NCO!: contacts. In those states where an NCOL. member headed the
umbrella agency, it was relatively easy to atcertainwhich' legiSlators
played key roles-in regulatory matters, Who in the 'governor's office
,served as liaison with licensing boards,' and .whether the Consumer:
agency played a significant role in the state. Once-the project Staff-
had decided'which.individuals from the states should bOnvited, the
XOL members'would usually Make personal Contacts, explain the impOr7
tance of the'project, And urge that theindividuals accept the invita-

, 3heir intercession with legislators. was,especially helpful 'since
.,manY of the legislatures were still in.sesSion'and.burdened With a.

heavy work load. :

-Legislative service.agencies contacts. With the asSistance of' the

Cpuncil ,of State Gelvernments and the National tonferende of .State . .

Legislatures.contact was established4With the directors of legislative-
service' agencies in a wither Of states. These individuals proVed to

'be-very helpful in identifytng legislators who, chaired cpmmitteesY
that-dealt with regulatory matters as well as-those who 'were_e0eqial1y ,

knowledgeable about licensing bYAtirtue ofjiaving headed_study/groups
on this Subject. DirectorS,oflegislatiVe service agencies eXpreSsed

-a great deal-ofinterest in the feasibility study and asked to be

' kept informed of developMentsi. Several.stated that many. legiSlatOrs.

.depend on theiragencies forresearch-andadvicejegarding the !

'drafting of.regUlatory. statutes. :Two agency directors asked if they

could send .staff membersto the conferenCeS.as-observers at state

expense. They felt it,would, p rovjdethe staff
--as-to,--how_the regulatory- Structure. might:be improved and how Ticensing

bills might be draftgUto-better_safeguard.the public in;terest.
. . .

. .
,

The, process of winnowing down:the list -of prospective4mrticipants waSthi'ghlY-----------

Sbbjective Since the number of iffdiVidualS to be inVited from a state would

usually 'not exceed five, criteria had to be-developed to-guide the.selection v

process. :Insofar-as postible at least one official from each otAthe five

categdries would be. invited. .When circumstances indicated that more than'one
relbitr-r-Tivefrgory-fsuch-a=s4wo-149,44ater
reduttions wOuld have Im.be.made elSeWhere. In practice,.it was usually....

found'that statesJackekcandidates from all categories, :For example,1 there
might not .be'anyone in thegovernor's :office concerned with licensure,or
'there might not be an active:consumer protection program in the state*

44-
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Preferencewas given to legislators and legislative aides who were or had

been involved in regulatory reform efforts or who were currently rzesponsible

for regulatory legislation. Administrators of umbrella agencies were always _-

included, as were legal officers concerned with enforcement and/discipline. .

Many of the prosPective participants were first contacted by telephone. If

they expressedinterest and were willing to consider attending the conferences,

they were sent a letter of. invitation outlining:the purpose_ of the conference,

its.sponsorship, and. traVel*arrangements. A list of topics for discussion

was attached to suggest.the scope, ofthe conference.

. .

In a number of instances, the individual approached initially could.not

accept but wOuld suggest others usu.ally associates. These alternates:were

'carefully weighed against other possibilitie, to achieve the best possible

mix% Shortly before_each scheduled cOnference all, invited participants

were sent a.folloW-uo letter summarizing the purposes, of the,confereft6e and

providing an overview of.the agenda..

The number of. representatives from each.category varied from meeting to

meeting,.bUt the total mix achieved across the four conferences proved-to

be highly satisfactory, as.may be seen fran thiS table:

c .

Legislators and LegislativeAides 32

Licensing. Administrators. . ... _ . . 27

Attorney's General Staff 16

Consumer Officials .... ... . . . . 15

Governors' Aides_ 6

The names, titles, and addresses of those who participated in each of the

conferences are given in-Appendix A.

FORMAT OF THE MEETINGS

The conference format underwent change as 4 result of postmeeting evaluation

sessions.- The Project Directorand jiiembers of the NCOL Advisory Committee,

who had been present at the meeting, would note any weaknesses in the (format

and discuss ways in which subseque it conferences might be_improved. For

example, following the first meeti g in Chicago, it was suggested that

administrative officials (heads cyf umbrella agencies,-1-egal officers, and,

consumer officials) should meet n,a separate one-day session apart from

egislators and lthei.r aides.
/

While this metyd of grouping/ roved,to be quite satisfactory when it was

used inAtlanta, a number of,the partAcipants indicated that they would have

preferred greater diversity71n their groups. Administrators said they would

have.liked an opportunity to exchange views-with legislators, and several

ave-we4omed-an-oppomturility401-hgAr-WIQUI-Probiqms

directly from people who were running licensing Programs and dealing with

boards.
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The insights gained during the first two meetings led to the development
of a new format that was followed without change for the final two meetings.
Heterogeneity was preserved by assigning participants to two subgroups so
that each subgroup was virtually identical in composition. The subgroups
were small enough (12-15 people) to permit a useful ifiterchange to take place.

,

The program format consisted of the following elements:

Orientation to the prodect. At each conference, the Project Director'
oriented the group to the goals.of the project -- to find.out what
state officials regarded as their most pressing problems, which of
these the states shared in common, arid'the interest of the participants
in taking part in cooperative projects,aimed at resolving at least
some of these problems.

State reports. Before m6ving
1

into the substantive part of the program,
a representative from each state was invited to give a ten-minute
overvieW of how licensing was handled in his or her state a"nd what
changes had recently,been made ormere being contemplated.k, It was

felt that such overviews would Drovide'participant\with,an understanding
of the context in which licensing ocCurred in variouscstates. These'

overviews pt Jved'to be of great interest. Particopants were made aware
of the tremendous diversity that presently exists among states with
respect-to such factor's as organization, financing, 'aUtonomy of boards,
personnel procedures, and enforcement activities, They also gained
4n appreciation of similar problems being faced by their counterOarts

in neighboring states. 'These included such matter as evaluating-=-
Oalifipations, asses.sing competence;'dealing withconsumer'comOlaints,
and.insuring due process for licensees accused of improper behavior or\
of violating bOard rules and regulations: lleports on successful and
unsuccessful efforts to bring about changes in licensing were of
special interest and often gave rise to questions rand comments later
on in the session.

Discussion of problems and issues. Following the state reports, the
Project Diredtor initipted the discussion of a single topic sdch as
the purposes of\licensOg or what might be done to reduce the prolifera-
tion of regulation. The entire group participated. After lunCh the

total grou0-was usUally subdivided into smaller_groups,-At-Chicago-
,

there were three suchigroups-H-In-Saii-Ti.iricisco and Newark there were

two.--Participants were allowed time'to review the worksheets (see.
below) and to respond to the stimulus questions.

While the worksheets provided some strU re, it was clearly impossible
to deal with all the questions in deta Each.discussion leaderriusually
introduced a topic with a stimulus qu ion and allowed participants to
discuss it freely for as long as ttme llowed. Later, when participants

*/ were asked whether they felt the time available for discussion had been
adequate, most felt that there had not been enough time, and some

---TridTarertriaTM-fibrie-rdararTitetintoThVotritrlintr-b-eartriltityltrabtEr---
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WORKSHEETS

The project staff prepared worksheets for use by participants. These ,

contained stimulus questions about various aspects of licensing. At-the

first two conferences, participants were asked to respond to the questions

at the conference site. The prevailing view of participants was that they-

would haye preferred to have had the worksheets in adscance so they could

think about the questions and prepare more detailed and ,thoughtful answers

than it was possible to give under the circumstances.

---For_the last Uo meetings, the-worksheets-were-sent to ,participants in.advance.

The.WOrksheets underwent extensive reflsion after each conference. Newi

que-Stions were added; some Were deleted if they appeared to be redundant or

had filed.to elicit a significant response. The.Stimulus'questions that

appeared on the worksheet used at:the final tonference,are presented in'

.Appendix B.

'The response to the worksheets proved to be'Very pcisftive. Not.bnly were

they filled'obt with considerable care and attention to.detail, but 84,

Reticent of the participants'at the last three conferences indicated:on.

'their evaluation questionnaires that they felt the worksheets had helped

make the theetings more productive. ,



III.. SUMMARY OF FtASIBILITY STUDY:CONFERENCES .

Since Participants were free to comment as they saw fit or to omit questions'
about topics when they had,no views to offer, there was little comparafillityt
&Om one worksheet.to the next. Some indiyiauals gave elaborate responses;
others were cryptic. There seemed to be no way to quantify the resUlts.

Fo_ptmpo&es of the'analysis, all worksheet comments were sorted according
. .o topic. These were later combined with transcripts and notes of discussions
dealing with these sathe or related topics..

Comments-made by particiOants at-the various meetings-were organized
-according to major themes: .Summary'statements were prepared to reflect as
accurately .as possible the vieWs that had been expressed by participants..
An effort has been made to capture the diversity of views expressed and at '
the same time to indicate hich views weremidely held or supported and
which ones may have been those of a single individual or of a small mincirity.
In keeping with assuranceS given to participants, no-comments or views have
been.attributed to specific indiViduals by name.

. / -

In developing-the sumMa6 that. follows, topic have been grouped:under two
broad headings:, "Legislative Problems and Issues" and "Administrative .

Problems'and Issues."'

LEGISLATIVE. PROBLEMS AND SSUES

PURPOSES AND GOALS OF REGULATION,

When the questicin of "purpose" came up during the group discussions,
comments such as the following were heard:

Evetything hinge6 on getting ciatgication az to why we have
ticenzing in the Vlot ptac.e. =

Nobody has'degned what wette ttying to accomptizh with ticensing.
Untit we do that,"how, can we zay which things zhoutd Oh shoutd
not be ticenzed? Whete,do you dtmw the tine? How can you tett

\ohich,ate vatid pubtic putpoza and which ate 6ot the aggnandize-
ment o6 a patticutat gtoup?

Thete Ls a buitt-in ptemi4e that ypu need to ticenze to ptomote
pto{iciency in an occupation at pto6es4ion. We need/to teexamia
that ptemibe and tty to conceptuatize how it can be'done without
ticensing: // '

You can justiiy ticensing atmaot anything undet the potice powet...
but to it a tegitimate bcevise o6 that powet? We ate intet6eting

with the tight,o6 peopte tdwotia. Such intet6etencecan be
chateenge:d on constitutionat gtounds unte441you can 4how a
zub.otaniat Aetationship to the pubtic heath and 4a6ety so as
to justi6y the u6e 'o6 the potice.powet. ,
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Three purposes were frequently mentioned by discussants:

Protecting the Public

Comments suggest that most participants subscribe to the concept that regula-

tion,is intended to protect the public health, safety, and welfare against

incompetent practitioners. Wil,hout licensing; the public might,'in some

instances, ,suffer irreparable physical injury.

Closely related to-the foregoing ts the view that licensing is intended to

insurekhonest professional service by people engaged in various octupations

and professions, to insure quality workmanship, and to protect the public

against fraud and deception. It was felt that licensing provides a mechanism

to police a trade or professi9aJ1d a means of redress to aggrieved members

of the public.
Let

Insuring Competence

Respondents indicated that they believed litensing should seek to insure

competence in at least two ways:

by establishing qualificatiOns for initial entry and by examining all

would-be practAioners to determine whether'or not they met the standard

by monitoring licensees to insure that only those who are qualified are

allowed to retain their license§

Many also felt that licensing enhances professionalism and helps to upgrade

standards of practice.

Protecting the.-Occupational or Professional Group

While the foregoing purpose§ and goals were frequently cited, the comments

of'respondents indicated that many of them believed that "protecting the
industry or occupation" was the underlying motive for njuch regulatory
legislation. Where individuals ranked goals and.purposes in order of
importance, such statements as "restrict entry," "restrict competition,"

,"control the professionths late the industry from public scrutiny" were
/frequently ranked higher/than "protecting the public."

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF GOALS

Particitnts were asked to indicate whether they felt licensing had accom-

plished fts goals. About half,the respondents answered affirmatively or

gave qualified answers such as, "Not in all respects, but in_general,

licensing serves the public interest." The negative comments tended to be

more specific than those of respondents who felt positively toward licensing.

Following are a Sew examples:
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Both. the ptoWsiOns and the,tegutatou totetate vio1ation6 and
evasions.

Ha4 4aJ1ed to keep Otaud out.

0 ,

Main goat haz been to s'etve membetz o te teguLated gtoup
tittee concetn 6ot the conzumet.

Has 4ai1y/ to inAute that competency tevetz ate mOnitoted.,

Too many tegutation hive no tetationzhip to the pubiic intetest\--
ate 4e46-4etving.

Maly enabtimg actA 0=6 on quati6icationts and 4t.andand4 not
on the tzsponzibiUties o6 the ticensed p/Lactitionet. Lw4.6.6ait

to ptovide adequate. mechami2m6 6ot deating-with consumet comptaintz.-

Licenzing setves intetests o6 a specgic gtoup by timiting
competacon; they u6e ticeming to enhance that status and
economic pozition.

Doun't insute quatity.

Boatd hesitant to take disciptinaty action against ticensees
who exhibit incompetence OA engage in que4tionabte imactices.

Unteasonabte expetience tequitements entty and gtand6athe1L

ctauses ate not in pubfictintetezt.

Most ticensed occupations Limit competition and inctease co4t4
without any cottuponding beneiiit to the pubtic.

Need mo'i4 teeth taw, bettet enOtcement to temove incom-
petent4 dnd thoze who misuse that ptivitegez.

Genetatty diociptine Lo fine white test/actions on entity an
On competition ate exttemety eau-time. .

Boaitd4 haveAatten shott on ethicat considetations.

These comments seem to encapsulate the dilemma faced by those concerned about
regulatory reform. On the one hand, .there is recognition of what licensing
was intended to accomplish as an ideal and, on the other, an awareness of
the extent to which it has fallen short of that ideal. The rhetoric required
to pass regulatory legislation may have led to unreali,stic expectations. But
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Ecould not be sure whether tt .d. expectations expressed represented weat

a7-7icipants really thought l'merrling would or should accomplish or whether

were merely giving lip s9rwf=e to time-honored trar'tional argumert_

Mro& of the ' ussion cl ways to _ ab:':.!_.t a better

b,elzien the *--__,erests of :he and those LT -.:11e. --__upatioral and

prof --zroups that lave 1-mmet nes sought to u..9 .-.1ensinc for their

ntierf ends.

LT' 'NG WHETHER OR NOT TO RE:Y=IILAT

'ators and other state o-fh als recognized that many of the problens-

,as.c iated with occupational intit Trofessional regulation had their origin5

du- ,ng the decision-making proo:.; precedingthe ereztment of.legislatic,

was noted that the process ir- Hided such defects -:as:

Failure to provide effective _necks against proltferation of licensing

Failure to require adequate demonstration of need \\

Failure to consider alternativet to mandatory liCensure

Failure to spell out details of proposed regulatory schemes

Failure to weigh)adequately the potential benefits of regulation against

the likely burden on society

Failure to. establiSh a review process so that "deregulation" or program

modification would take place when the need for regulation ceased to

exist or when the program was not fulfilling its public purkse in an

acceptable manner

Failure to establish an adequate decision-making process

Each of the foregoing topics will be discussed below. Suggested approaches

and possible solutions will be noted when appropriate. However, it should ,

be emphasized that here, as elsewhere, the fhclusion of such ideas and 1

suggestions does not constitute endorsement by the author. Various approaches

will have to be studied and evaluated to determine their feasibility and I

applicability under varying circumstances.

Checkin Rasjdand linnecessar Proliferation of licensin

There was widespread recognition that the proliferation of licensing may

havelotten out of hand. Following are a few.quotations that indicate hut/

some participants view the problem:

ye have been bezieged, az have mozt tegiztative bodiez, by tequeztz

6/tom gtoupz additionat ticenzu&e. ALL. hindz oi gtoupz a/Le

coming to uz tequezting that they be given the 'tight totienze....
obviouoty the onty way the tegiztation coutd pxoceed iCthene wao

.
4ome pubtie intekeIt at 4take.
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Anothet big pnobeem,15 tht
Evetybody wanzA to

yomzeti they wan7: Lt bec,.

166gWng them az hand az we Ctk,

New ticenzing --.thD62. who muii
me. When I came into thLs opa I

one in the courtky Pit they Ell..4el
ticenzing bift2 I have 4 zo
petoomzety do not zee the need -7,%.
bettenzekvice to the peopZe

r.on that we ate nunnintl,

t cent4ied. Don't.kid
,a ,statta thing, and WCl/L

6, be ticem&ed zhock4
1 not beaelre that-eveny-
icenze. rthe ztack O6

betieve. I

. I don't think it meanz
e.

41Obody hats d4ined which thi4.. ,e_fice.AL6ed and which

:4houLdn't: Wheke do. you &Lau .( .71ef Which ake vaiid pubtie
punpozez and which ane thi:....7gg/tandizement o6 a

IcktAticui4A gh.oup?

Determining the Need for Regulatior

in determining whether or not a gem le need for regulation exists, partici-
pants suggested that legislators enosvor to get a precise definition of

the problem, clarify who will be regiAated, and Examine the motives of
those seeking regulation.

-What problem is the regulatory law _Imposed to.solve? _Following are
summaries of views expressed:

Have there been complaints of abuse%? 4ow serious? How widespread?

How many people involved?

Do the complaints indicate a real aria.-Exfsting danger? What harm is

the public now suffering because Lfie -Troup is nor: presently regulated?
Would licensing have prevented instanzea where abuse has been demon-
strated? Would other remedies have worKed as well?

What potential hazards &re proponents seeking to forestall? Are these

reasonable predictions or scare tactics? '

Kre the abuses cited mainly concerne:d wtth fraud, deception, and poor
workmanship or has life and propertw teen endangered because of incom-
petence? If the former,'wty woulldet civil or criminal remedies suffice?

For all of the above, legislators were urged to seek hard evidence, not
self-serving rhetoric. "Find out spiw-ifically who has been hurt, how it
happened; how serious it actually k,,s, .and how often this sort of thing

occurs. Get actual examples that c-in 'e investigated."
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What group will the legislation seek to regulate?

Is it a definable occupatIon or profession?

To what extent do members of, the group work alone and without super-

vision? .If there is a need for regulation, it should apply only to th,,,

independent practitioner, not to the subordinate who works under

supervision.

For whom does the person to be licensed customarily work? Is he or she

employed by naive members of-the general psblic -- people who have

no basis for making informed judgments about qualifirations -- or by tne

sophisticated businessman or institutional employer who does have resoL--az-'

to aid him in making such personnel decisions?

What motives may be involved? While motives are not easy to discern,

participants urged that legislators seek answers to questions such as the

following:

What is the source of the demand for regulation? Does it come from

the industry or as a result of consumer pressure?

If industry sponsored, why does the group _want to be licensed? -Is it

seeking to restrict or diminish competition, deny access to others;

Or protect its own economic interests?

Is there an intraprofessional-conflict in which one _group is seeking

to gain dominance over another?

Are proponents seeking to upgrade the profession tp attract new

personnel? Would this be in the puGlic interest?

" Is there a need for greater stability in the labor force? Will

licensing help to insure such stability? Is this a legitimate use

of licensing?

Alternatives to Licensure

Where the evidence suggestt that a problem exists,, legislators were Cautioned

against conduzflng that mandatory licensing was necessarily the preferred

solution. They were urged to consider less restrictive alternatives. For

example, doet a distinction need to be made between protecting the public

- against fraud and deception on the one handand against incompetence on the

other? These prOblems may call for different solutions. Mg important is

it that everyone be competent? How serious are the consequences to the

public if some individuals are not fUlly comPetent? If the consequences

are not serious,, perhaps the marketplace'can take care of the incompetents

without the need for regulation _that will limit entry. If it is necessary

3 2
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to limit entry, then S7JME type o-F- licensure may ,-equirsd.. 17' the goal

is to enforce certain si.dL,..jards, -emphasis car be .:,F,aced CA S7ict enforce-

ment of standards without estricting entry.

In discUssing this topic. rtq:pants uraea that J new -egslation be
considered until it was aint71y ascertained that the prcl-;en could mat
be handled with existing-Ta.tht7ery. The following questfmms mere suggested:

Are there existing statrtory provisions (such as an urnt'air trade practices
law) that may apply? instead of passing new laws, pernaps rne state
Should seek to enforce-those alreadyon the books.

Do existing agencies a reaay have jurisdiction: Ascertain what ahanges
in their charter or lecislative mandate would enable them to deal with
the problem. They may already have the authority, but may mot be using
it because of fiscal constraints.

,
What effort h a s the profession made to deal with the problem on its own?
Why hasri't thi voluntary effort been successful?

If some type of new regulation appears to be in order, it *es suggested that
the legislature opt for tme least 'restrictive method, such as registration
or certification,.rather than mandatory licensing, which ts the most ,

restrictive approach. Prnponents should be required to File written evalua-
tions of all apuroaches considered and to state why licensing is the /

preferred solutlon and, specifically, why a less restrictive approach
would not work as well;

Details of 'the Regulatory Proposal

Participants urged that legislators inquire carefully into the requirements
for licemsure as well as into-the way in which the program muuld be operated.
Following are summaries of some of the questions that were raised:

' Can the scope of practice be clearly defined? To what extent are there
other groups engaged in sim-rlar activities (for example, social workers,
psychologists, marriage counselors, guidance counselors'i?

How important is competence? Can st s a' competence be established?
Can it be assessed in a reliable, obve me-miler?

How important are education and training? What evidenc is there that
a particular type of training is required? WI' ;i altermative methods be

recognized?

Jao.will be excluded? Who w1l be "grandfathered" in?

What will be the composition of the board? Will it be occupationally-

oriented? Is there any provision forlaublic members? How will public
accountability be assured?

-14-
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Does the legisla- -or hay, tee: to insure effectii,-e regulation? Will

enfcrce-lent actik ties r- avCIEC ately funded?

Is ay.; -ovision ace --ns2r continued compete11, ;?

Will th- law penrit qual -rattitioners frm- ler states to be

_license- by "endorsement'

One legislator made tfle fOri 7 7.omment: Make thcn di6ceoze att. nequi&e-

mentis and 'thek ctiti_xe in- ..--Ju-a_m at the po1Jv O zate. Don't go obi

and teavc ta -impoittaiLt clackLs :c someone etoe.

The Benef-tiBurden balance

Participants suggested that Tegisi-tors have sometimEs focused too narrowly

on the direct cost of instaTling and operating a new regulatory program and

that inadequate consideratior has been paid to the imdirect costs that

might ultimately have to be paid by consumers.

Cost to taxpayers. Assurances that the occupational or professional

group was prepared to ahsorbTzhe entire cost of regulation through the

imposition of licensing-fees has somettnes been used as an argument

that the progrEm would orovize protectifon to the publit'at no cost to

the taxpayer. Such reasoning can be/misleading, especially if the

cost estimates-on-warizr-fees are-hed fail to include the cost

of a vigorous inspecn and enforcement service.. Thus, the occupation

may gain benefit fram-regulatIon (,Chat is; the right to set standards

; that-may serve to extflude outsiderT) without having to pay the price,

of enforcement or ttmtipline.

Cost vs. benefit tc consumers. C,J1Lsumer 'r:-esentatives frequently

pointed out that the direct costs of opt-rt--,7q a regulatory program

a-e likely to reprts.ent only a small of the social costs. For

eAample, if rs,gClat-Lom =ends to be exCusiamary, how will it affect

entry into thg. Tr.0.1:71 ur prafessior7 How will it affect the in-

rtgration of pract ..,carrelys? Whatt wiT7 tme overall impact be on the

qt=a1-7y, ar.',1 cost co' services tcconsumers? Is regula-

ton likely to be ,lalimipemied by restric7ions 717 advertising or on

other ypes_-- of com..1,..-tion? What wmuTd -4.uch practices cost the consumer?

Offsetting possiblarrTgher casts, are Lthere likely to be savings to the .

consumer tn the foTm of .1Patter-quelifiec: practitioners, improved service,

a decrease in the -indtmente af framd, beater machinery for handling

grievances?

Consumer impact statement. A number of partictmants urged that pro-

ponents of new regulatory schemes be requireu -to provide)a Consumer

Impact Statement similar to the Environmental lhrpact Statements that

are now required in conjunction with major public works projects.

-15--
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There is 1 ttle agreement, at present, as to tE:ctors that should

ente- into such a statement; nor is there an adequate methodology for
collecting _data, cuanti=ying and presentir; iT ma form that would
be useful tp decision makers. Nevertheles., to devise some
type of anElytic model, even a Crude one, icit u1-77mately

sigrificant benefits to the public.

Periodic Review and Deregulation

Every regulatory program shcld be subject to perior review by the ;egis-
lature. Such a_ review wouli serve a two-fold purpose.: a).deregulation of
occupations anc professions *r which the need for regulation no longer
exists and b) reform of boartE that are not operating in the public interest.

Mandatory self-destruct provision. A.mant.,:tory self-destruct -provision

should be built.into every regulatory statute. "This would :Lerminate

the enabling legislation unless specificalTy cortinued by tiihe legisla-
ture. [The Sunset Law enacted by the Colorado -;egislature in April T976
implements this concept by terminating the authorization of every
regulatory board and commission on a six;-year 'cycle. Each agency named
in the legislation, will cease to exist cmlessi= mandate is specifically
renewed by the legislature.]

Under a self-destruct (Sunset Law) apprvch, the primary emphasis wouixt
be.on determining whether. tne meec for 7=reaulation continued to exist,
whether the problem that -hat; givem rise 7Z r-Tgulation hid been .

ameliorated to a significant degree, whe llvr. apy undesirable or
unanticipated side effects might make th ..)11tnuation of regulatiOn

undesirable.

One individual suggested that the ob.',eccl..y4as.-f Teclation be stated
as precisely as possible lt the tine.. eac7 4-eo1latary law is enacted.

The extent to which these goal:: warfe met ould cnnstitute the major
basis for deciding whetheT mr not' la reclacory law should be continued.

Reform of administrative practices. The review of how well a program
is being administered is semarable --om the issue of termination or
continuance. Iemight be founc, for example, that there was a definite
neeC for the continuation ce regulation tn an occupation or profession,
but that the manner in whidn the program was currently being operated
was contrary to the public intiest. The review process might :-xamine
such factors as the fairness of entrance qualifications, the quality
and fairness-of examination'prncedures, whether the rules and rreguiatiGwis
served the interest of the pWblic or e the negulated group, and whether
the public had been actively inwplved in the Tule-making pmucess. The
review might also cover treaffnvities of the beard in disciplinary
matters to determine whetner actions taken were-to protect the intereats
of consumers or to enforce rules whose main purnose was to restrict
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competition. Such a review might lear to recommendations fo-7 change

and, the establishment of a mechanism to insure that these were

impl emented .

The'certain knowledge that every program would be reviewed pehoticaFy was .

regarded by some participants as the leverage needed to motivalte Doard members

and staffs to show greater concern for the publiz interest, be,,ause "mobody

wants to look bad in a 7public forum.' Someone, noted that "Unkess the threat

of termination.is credible, it is not likely to 'Mk-We much impazt on what

boards- do." It was suggested that while terminuttmn may Sometilites occur, a

more Tikely and more Constructive outcome of the /review process Anuld be the.,

development of a 'bill of particulars" for each :board covering ar,9as where the

legislature considered change desirable. Same -Ir-f these recoMmenclations would

be implemented through legislation or rule chalmues:; others could )nly be

assured by the installation of an effective rortwring system.

The Decision-Making Process

Legislators and other state officia s were in substantial agrequent that

existing procedures for determining whether or mot a new group should bE

licensed were generally unsatisfactory amdineeded to be -st-engtriemed, The

problem lies to a large extent in the -inability mf Zedffslative CDmnitteeE

tb study requests 17-or licensure in sufficient thri.tpth to make salad decistuns-

Participants observed that legislative coinmittees; ZTT Dvertnerrimenefd and

usually lack the time, staff, and resouTces to Dmvbe M5 deeply itcs may be

necessary )nto each request for regulation; prwpornats of the Tieriislation

are usually well-organized and have 7.he resourzes t10 dieve1up .amt present

a strong case on behalf, of their propoSal; opposiltion ls more Tikely to

come from'other professional groups seeking .to pr'T-Jtedt th5dr min "turf" than

from consumers or the general publtc: and tme durr:ti c-. is aIy mot organtzed

to analyze or to take positions on pending legistioii. tr '7:mese and ottaq

reasons, legislators are likely to hear one-sideL :testimony IMUN witnesses

marshalled by the trade or professional group s-ponsoring the eolation.

To strengthen the decision-making process and to -msulate the decision makers

from some of the pressures nai brougnt to bear on them, twc: 1.,;venues of

relief might be explored:

Create a commission, operating outsia r_ Jlar, cummt-=e-.E. -structum-

of the legislature, to consider all reaktasts ror mew --ectory
lation or changes in existing legislat=1. -The commisston ntght D'e

given the responsibility of investigating- thorourdy the ne:ed fbr

regulation and, if regulation is required, recommendinc; the type most
appropriate for the circumstances. The _commission shnuTd seek to
elicft through public hearings the vtewspof all parties ot interest,

including related occupations and professions as welT as tnmsumers.
It might also seek information from other states to learn ymnat their

experience has been, whether licensina ameliorated the pmrlem, and

what lessons might be learned that could make for greater ,'-ffectiveness.

36
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Commissions of this type already exist in at least two states. In

Virginia,-for example, the commission makes its recommendations-to the
legislature, which then acts on the proposals, In Minnesota, the
commission is empowered to determine administratively whether the
regulation of cbrtain health-related occupations would be in the public
interest and,*if sc, how such regulation should-be handled.

pevelop guidelines and criteria to aid the decision-making process. As

noted earlier, advocates of regulatory schemes can be expected to present
the strongest possible arguments in favor of their proposals. They may
cite facts that suppart their position and ignore or play down those
that might lead to a contrary conclusion. Emotional appeals are often
used, citing examples that cannot be readily documented.

An effort should be made to establish an orderly information-gathering
-process that mignt be used in conjunction with a study commission.
For example, an Applicant Group Questionnaire might be devised that
would elicit fram thase seeking to become regulated all information
deemed relevant by t9,e legislators (or by the commission) to assist
them in making informed decisions regarding the merits-of the appli-
cation. Data providied on the questionnaire should be available for
examination amd challenge by oppon6nts. It shouldalso be possible to
develop criteria to aid in interpreting and evaluating tbe response,

DRAFTING THE,REGULATORY LAW

Two viewpoints were expressed with respect ta the_nature of the regulatory
law. One argued that the. law should be very specific -- the more specific
the better. Another held that the law should be quite general and that
specifics should be handled through rules and regulations.

Those favoring specificity pointed to the way in which boards have often
abused general grants of authority to subvert the legislative intent.
Given the lack of effective machinery to insure accountability of boards,
these individuals feel that a specific law is the only safeguard against
abuse. One legislator said: GoVeknment by 'Lute La not what citizera
expect.

Those favoring more general regulatory laws note that it takes too long
to get a law amended. Regulations on the other hand can be modified
quite rapidly in response to changing conditions. While legislators are
poorly equipped to prescribe specifics, professionals are able to do so
on a day-to-day basis. An administrator observed:

Unte44 you have <some tatitude in the 4tatutony daegation Ot
authonity, you'"ie going to go back to that Legi4Zatuke again
and,again. And eveky time you go back, ydU open youluetti up
to amendment6. You centainey don't want to do that. It'h
downnight dangehou.s.
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The danger of granting too broad authority was recognized. One legIslator

suggested:

Tny tp,.deZegate speci6ic's, but be,speci6ic in tenms.oi what type
negugations ane intended.

Another legislator said:

Legistation shoutd be genme onty whene no cnitica poticy
question's ane invaved.

\

A consumer official stated that in his state the statutes are too general:

They mandate a bnoad /Lange o6 disc/Letion to boand6 acting undet

the guise o6 Aute-making powen. Boa/Lds decide 60A themsetves

whethen sot not they-have aathonity to whibit adveAt-ising
whethet oiL not that has any tetevancy to making an optometAist
a good optamttnizt ot putecting the public tykom incompetents.

I'm convinced that the statute must be expeicit to ptevent
boands ,6nom going beyandjthe Zegatative.intent.

A legal officer cautioned against vague or overgeneral statutes:

Tke statute has got to-be ptetty de6iniaTa-a4den to be 4u4
tained. Othetwise,it may be data/Led constitutionatty de6eCtive_
A penson 41,44 got to know what the gold:dines ake. He's gat to

know what he caii and can't-CE 16 it's not bak/Led by statute,

he'Le say you neve& totd him what he coutd do and:what he,

coutdet do. So it's unconstitutionat. He hasn't got dUe

pnocess. .

But at the same time yoU ,cannot by statute de6ine evety act-o6

conduct, eveny pdosibZe event that might ()dem.. We had a case

whene we changed a physician with 'unp/Loiessionat conduct in

the pAactice (76 medicine.' The man committed some heinous

cnime, and the count said it doesn't have to be 4peci6icaay
de6ined, non does it'have to be in the pAactice oti medicine.

Some acts a/Le 'unpAoiessionat' pet se. .But you've got to-

have guidetine4. Otherwise the pnactitionen is in a neven-

neven tand. We have tnied to tay out guideeines statutotity
and we've taid them out in-the Aegutations. We've gone to the

appeeate count and att the Way to the U.S. SuOteme Count, and
We now have it.down to.a point whete it AA conotitutionatty 4ound.

Observations Rebarding Specific Ele6ents of Regulatory Law

When participants were asked which elements of a regulatorylaw should'be

general and which "specific, there was substantial agreement that the follow-

ing should be specific:

-197
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Purpose of the legislation

Composition of boards

Terms of board member

Grounds for removal of board member

To whom board is accountable

"Grandfathering"

Hearing and appeals procedures

With respect to most of the other topics raised, there were sharp differences.
Some thought the following topics should be covered in the law (specific);
others felt that they would be better handled through miles and regulations
(general):

Definition of practice

Authority of the board and, scope.of its jurisdiction

Duties and responsibilities of board members

Qualifications of licensees

Reciprocity and/or endorsement

6 Test content

Fees and chinges in fee structure

Grounds for disciplinary action

Three topics 'phat generated consi,derable discussion =- qualifications,
_grandfathering, and/licensing by subspecialties -- will be discussed below.

w
Qualifications. On their worksheets participants were asked to indicate
hich qualifications for licensure they regarded as most defensible and

least defensible. Education, training, and experience were considered
most defensible, while age, sex, citizenship, and residency were judged
to be least defensible. The moral character requirement proved to be
highly controversial. Some respondents felt that moral standards were
relative and that it was difficult to legislate such standards or make
objective judgments administratively. Those who did feel it was
important to examine this element in connection with the licensing
process sometimes indicated that they were aware that rigid requirements
might cause undue hardship. For example, the provisibn for denial of a
license if a registrant has been convicted for any cause, even for an
offense unrelated to his professional practice, might cause such a
hardship. Some partidipants-seemed to favor limiting the conviction
requirement (either before or after licensure) to offenses elated to
the individual's occupational field. The complexity of the moral/
turpitude question and the strong views held by some individuals suggest
the need for,innevative thinking on this issue.

3 9
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-Grandfathering. While most people felt that igrandfatheringmehould be

dealt with specifically in the law, it 'was mot clear what the provision

of the law should be. Some\felt that grandfAtnering had zu be acCepted

. as a matterof practi 31 politics; otherwiselpresent practitigners

might be harmed. Otl, strongly mbjected to grandfathering on

princ'iple and would rquire all -limnsiees to meet the prescribed

standardS. Wayi need to be found MI prevent tte disenfranchisement
of existing practitiOners. Several- people suggested that registration

be co9rsidered as a wssible solutton irf', situations where large numberS

of 'indi$Oduals are already practi-c:timq,. Uncler'a registration approach,

all practitionerS wou:ld be_registered and allowed to practice until

such time as verified comp-taints were recetved. Thus, the regulatory

mechanism-could .facilitate a weetimg-ct process without subscribing

to the fiction thatall practitioner--; rqad met a specifiRd set of standards.

Subspecialties. Should there be a f1 broad occupational orlprofetsional

categories 'or a larger number of subslciaities? Most particfpants felt

that it was desirable to keep categomtes broad and the nutber of boards,

to a minimUM. However, several commented that subspeccalties would

probably become a necessity.as sorlet7 becomes more complex. It may

become feasible for an individu& to. 1.1.4e expert in some specialiied

aspect of a profession, without necipriTy being licensed tO practice'

in the entire. field. ;One said, -The 7rAdic oughbto teceive what it

payz

A Guide to Drafting Legislation

Participants recpoized_that many ofthe problems inherent in theregulation

of occupations and professions stemmed It'rom the way in which the basic

legislation had been drafted. Some -i-e7t that model legislation or a uniform

licensing law might be the answer. r)the.r.s pointed out that,.because of the

tremend6us diversity among the occupations and professions subject to regula-

tion, it might be mreferable to develom a guide for the preparation of

licensing legislation. Such a guide mignz point out the major topics that

need to be dealt witth, what the issuesiam, indicate alternative approaches,

and suggest what tne implications night be should one approach be chosen

over another. For example, such a guide might discuss a variety of possible

licensing requirements and point out the questionable legal status of certain

requirements and arguments for or against others. Thus, the legislator could

tailor the legislation to the situattmm in his own state, cognizant,of.

practices that had been tried elsewhere, recommendations of experts, and

alternative strategies open to him amt what their possible_ramifications

might be. /

Legislators and legislattve service agencies are frequently presented with

cOpies of proposed laws drafted by trade amd professional associations or

enacted by other states. A gujde of -bite type under discussion would provide

a systematic way to review the major provisions'of the legislation and ferret

40
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out those that were defective or- otherwise undesirable. Alternative pro-
visions could then be drafted that would better satisfy, the legislative
intent.

REGOLAfbliY BOARDS

More time was devoted/to boards than to any other topic. Questions such as
the following were raised: What should be the function of boards? Should
they be advisory or decision making? How'or by whom should they be consti-
tuted? What qualifications should members have? How long should members
serve? What can be done to make boards more accountable for their actions?

, These questions are interrelated andAhere is no simple way to summarize
the diverse viewpoints and concerns expressed by participants at the various
meetings. These broad questions as well as others will be discussed below.,

Functions of Regulatory Boards

A number,of participants asked for'clarification on the,function of boards.
They said-that unless one understood'what boards were/supposed to do, how,
could one,make appropriate appointments or hold boards accountable? The
discussion focused on three general areas of_responsibility:

1

7
, Establishing qualifications and standards. Since boards ire expected

to protect the public against incompetents, it follows that they have
- a yesponsibility to determine thevdegree of expertise required to

provide minimally acceptableervice. Should such.determinations be
left to the subjective.judgment of board members or can it be done by
some more objective method,_possibly utilizing job-analysis data?

---apards are also ex te'd-t6 establish procedures for determining'
compete o examine individual applicants to determine whether
oriibt they meet the board's standards.

Beyond establishing an applicant's initial competence, boards also have
a responsibility for making sure that licenseesu have maintained their
competence.

Setting,standards of conduct. A legal officer noted that due process
requires that a practitioner know in advance which activities are
permitted and which are prohibited. He recognized that it was impossible
to set forth everything a practitioner could or could not do. Howeve

- he Telt that the statute and the rules.and regulations should provide
clear guidelines regarding the licensee's professional cohduct. Viola-
tion of the guidelines would constitute the basis for disciplinary action.

Not everyone agreed. Below are the views of two participants:

4-22-
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The pnobtem comez, az 1 see it, in 4ating up ate the powas
to contkot what he doe4 within hi4 pnolimsion: what liees he

can chakge, whetha on not he can advatise, on whethen he

can make home vizitz. These kestkictions intek6eke with the
6kee pkactice o6 the pkqession and ake not necezsakity in
the best intekest o6Ahe put:tic.

1 can see checking up on quaeiliicationz, but 1 don agkee

that the boand ha4 any business Monitoting a pko6ez ionat'4
oactice especiatey in akeai that ake_not 'teLa-te4 to the
patient's wett-being but moke to the economic inteke, tz o6
the gnoup...

Regulating the profession to protect the consumer from incompetence,
fraud, and deception and to maintain the standards of professional
conduct promulgated by the board. Some participants felt that, to
fulfill its responsibility to consumens, the board should serve as an
intermediary betWeen the public and the profession when there are
complaints of unfair trade practices, unprofessional conduct, shoddy
workmanship, and the like. The board should provide the public with
a vehicle for maintaining the integrity of the trade or profession

vis-a-vis the profession. Participants who did not subscribe to this
view maintained that boards were never intended to serve as small

claims courts onto adjudicate commercial disputes between buyers and

vendors.

Violations of board rules and regulations dealing.with professional
conduct also need to be investigated and appropriate disciplinary actibn
taken when warnanted. Participants differed widely oVer the extent to

, which the board, itself 'shouletonduct investigations and hearings and

the extent to which these functions should be delegated to a central
investigatory unit and/or to qualified hearing examiners.,

Other functions. Occasionally mentioned were such other functions as:

Upgrade the, profession. Improve the public image.

DisseminAe information about'requirements to the public.

Keep industry informed about innovations and new laws passed

by other jurisdictions.

Participate in manpower plannin

Degree of Authority: Advisory or Decision0Making?

There were three schools of thought about W6ther.boards should be advisory

or decision-miking.bodies. One group thought that boards should be advisory
to an individual'or group that had the decision-making power. A second group

felt that boards should be autonomous and have full decision-making authority.

-23-
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The third.group held that in Rractice it.made little difference, that either
system can work,

Advisory boards.. Such boards,provide needed professional input regarding
such matters as qualifications,-standards of competencY, and definition
of acceptable practice,-but/they cannot fake independent action Recom-
mendations ofadvisory boards provide the basis for actioniv an agency
adminiitrator, commission, or some other authority. Such redommendations
should be a matter of public record.

While a number of participants said.they would prefer to have a qualified
adMinistrator with access to an advisory boarC a dissenting view came
from an dministrator Who 'said:

When push comes to..ohove and the ticense isn't .i.s.sued, I'm
the one who's kesponsibte. "Lathe& have the boa/1.d invotved

zo theke'4- 46me give and take. .-Sometimes I'm usponsibte
on admiALstAatiVe matteu -- and zometimes they* neSponsibte
on tototie64ionat.-matten.:4: That'4 why I 4teet away 6/tom ztAictLy
advisony boa/14S. When they,have to pa44 on.theik Own kates
have to decide- the 4ee.4houtd be $10 on that a coleege-degnee-
Ls tequiked, IAind.that they au mighty cakeiat to do what
they considek night. They know they'ke answekabte theit
deciziom.

Autonomous decision-making boards. Advocates of this approach felt that
'once a responsible board was constituted, it should have,full decision-
making power. It should strive to balance the interests of the pro-
fession and the interests of the public and tilt:in the direction of .

the public interest where the two come into conflict.
1

Some felt that only professional boards should be decisiob making. All

others should be advisory. There was general recognition of the need
for autonomous boards to be accountable, either to the agency head, the
.legislature, or the executive. 'Abuses are most likely to occur when no
provision is'made for.monitoring the activities of the board or when'
theeaccountability machinery breaks down.

Makes no difference. Those who felt that either system could work
pointed out that.advisory boards are not without political clout. If

the administrator 'ignores their recommendations; board members Can
bring pressure to bear through legislators or the executive. No

administrator wants to get into a fight with his advisory group if he
can help it. If.they are persistent and have 6 plausible case, they
are likely to get their way.eventually. A legislator said, It doesn't
matte& as tong az ate decisions ake zubject to uview by zome ovensight,
gtoup. 43
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Composition of Boards

The precise makeup of boards Was not discussed so m ch 'as where the nomina-
.

tions came from and who did the appointing. Ther appeared to be some

sentiment for a three-way spl t in board composi ion: one third each from

thetrade 'or profession, fromrelated occupati9 s, and from the public sector.

Under such an arrangement, the occupational mrbers would have to convince

either people from related professions or frvom the public group tha what

they wanted to do was sound'and in the public interest. In additio

consideration should be given to appointip6 representatives from stIte

agencies and from the edbcational commu 4ty, but not from proprieta y

training schools.

No one with an obviO s or apparent conflict of interest should be ppdinted --

such as a person whi sells supplies to practitioners or who has an interest .

in a proprietary school. Anyone/Who has been convicted of injurin the

public physically or monetarily/in the practice of the occupation r pro-

-fession should also be excluded. There was a difference,of opini0 as.to

whether holding office in a tiede or professional association should

constitute automatic groundsfor exclusion or resignation. Sever.11 pertici-

pants thought,that the distinction between present officers and.former

.officers was an arbitrary/one and that neither group should be automatically

excluded. They felt that the appointing authority should be-free to select'

the best qualified per/son. One person remarked, T4 he happen4 to be an

o66icek, zo be U.

There was.sometdiscussion of making boards broadly representative of various

interest groups/in the occupation or profession. A conSumer offiCial said .

that an effortiwas being made in her state to put a pharmacist frOm.a'cut-

Tate drug stdre on:the pharmacY board and a chain optician on the optician's

board Ao prOvide.input that has heretofore been lacking. A second consumer

official disagreed with that approach.

Both gkoupz ake out to maximize pkoWz. Neithek gkoup Ls tikety

to be chakitabZe az VL dó the conzamek Ls coneekned. .Thete!z no

// 4eazon whY eye/1.y categoky, zuchaz chain-ztoke dkugg,iztZ, needz

to be &epkesented. What you want ake:piactiding.phaAmaci.4t4who

andeutand how the ianetion.o6-a ticenz,61g boaka di66eAz 6/LoM that

.06 a priAezzionat'azzociation. The 6onmetzhoutd .g.00h out 66k the

ate/Lutz o6 the 'cohzumek, the tattek 6ok the intekez4-0.6 the .

p&o6ezzion.
: 1

There was, considerable, discussion on the merits Of-havimg public Members on .

regulatory boards and the qualities that characterize ail effective\ public

member. The.topic of ",Public Member" s dealt with on page 31, \
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Qualifications of Membens

A board member needs both technical expertise and broad experience. Five
years in the profession and at least two years in the state was suggested
as a reasonable requirement. Several participants cautioned against
excessively stringent experience requirements because these would automati-
cally preclude the Opointment of younger practitioners and women. The
tendency to choose older practitioners perpetuates the status luo. One
person said that older members should be disqualified "because they are
usually out of touch with actual practice and are likely to write obsolete
exam questions." A mixture of younger and older members on a bdard was
thought to be best.

1

Following are a number of other qualifications or attributes that were
mentioned:

Membership in a trade or professional assOciation should not be a require-
ment. Indeed, it was noted that recent Supreme Court'decisions had raised
constitutional questions about due process protection of nonmembers when
a regulatory board is made up entirely of members of an association.

Individuals should not be narrowly partisan on behalf of a particular
group.

Members should have aninterest/in the regulatory aspects of the'trade
or professfOn:

They ShOuld be willinp devote the necessany time to board activities.

They should have above ave kge intelligence.

.\

They should have a deslre for public service and be willing to learn.

They should be level-headed, conscientious, objective, have a record of
fair play, and,be active in.professional and/or, community affairs,

One officiaT who is involved in screening prospective board members said that
he regards attitude as a most important chdracteristic to look for. He
always asks a series of questions to get the candidate's views about such
things as advertising; entry-requirements, and the like. For example, in
interviewing a candidate for the Funeral Directors and Embalmers Board, he
learned that the candidate was in favor of requiring a bachelor's'degree as
a condition of licensure. Obviously, he said, we wouldn't want that man on,
out boand. Thene's no AelationShip between such a bAoad, nonspecigc ,

Aequitement and the pubtic intekest.

Appointing Authority

The predominant view was that board members should be appointed by the governor.
Some added, "with the concurrence of the legislature." A number of participants
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decried the politics that.often come to the fore during the appointive

process. One official said, Yeopee who make substantiat cant/Libations ate
()Igen appointed with noSekutiny ofi theit.quati6ications. Some felt that

there should be "a civil service type of evaluation." Others felt that it

would be preferable that appointments be made.by the, individual to whom the

/appointee would ultimately be responsible -- such as the aslency head: Most

participants seemed resigned to the fact that almostany screening process
would be subjeCt to political influence.

A,consumer official reported that he governorof his state had abolished
the. patronage Office and that all board appointments mere being made
strictly onimerit. .The Govetnok does. not know, nok does he date, to

which panty the appointee beeongs. AU he'S doneekned abaut ate the

.individuat's **iineations and'wittingness o zetve in the Pattie intetat.
He stated, that no special weight is given to associational or legislative

endorSements. Unless the candidate exhibits a'positive, public interest

Orientation, he'll probably be "passed by."

'The OPerience of this official.was viewed.by.others as atypical. Most par-
. .

ticipants acknowledged that recommendationS from trade ancFprofessional
groups-'do receive special consideratton.. In some inStances, the appointing

authority isrequired'by statute to make apptintments from lists submitted
by the reteVant occupational ,group. However, even when.such consideratioh
is not statutorily mandated, there aeems to be a disposition to do so anyway.

Term of,Gffice
-

Most participants agreed that there was value in turnover. Thete shomed be

tinatz, said one individual, zo that the zame individuat doesn't senve 6ok

30 yeartz. ,The mast common suggestion was a maximum of two (and not more',
than three) terms of three or four years. There should also be a limit on

the number of consecutive terms. These limits should be made clear to

appointees at the time of appointment to avoid misunderstandings and hard
feelingS tater.

Grounds for Removal

The.following wereomost frequently-mentioned as grounds for'removal:

.Failure.to attend meetings

Failure to pay attention to duties.

Failure to function in an effective manner'

It was suggested that a code of ethics be drawn up to-define.for board members .

.their responSibilities and the limits of their authority. Failure.to adhere

to.the cod&would be adequate basis for removal. The code might spell out

,4 6
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such offenses as: unbecoming conduct, harming the public interest, gross'

misconduct, malfeasance, and conflicts of interest. The foregoing were

recognized as rather general charges. More specific grounds for removal

might include such acts as use of position for self-betterment in private

life, accepting'bribes, and leaking information.

Orientation of Board Members

Board members need to be oriented to their duties and responsibilities in

a systematic manner. For example, they need to understand the regulatory
statute,under which they operate, the rules and regulations of the board,

the administrative procedures act, and other general acts that govern their

conduct and procedures. To increase the effectiveness of board members,
they,should be given a clear understanding of hearing procedures and other

practices related to regulation and disctaline. A background in relevant

court decisions and opinions issued by tha_attorney general's offtae was:

also deemed to be Wpful.

Board members who rust prepare competency examinations or participate in

practical examinattnns should be given tratning in test construction and

an understanding of-Drofessional standards that apply in this area.

Accountability

There was no disagreement. with the concept that bOards should be accountable

to someone, but Many different Adeas were advanced as to whom it should be.

One participant noted:

16 any accountability exists at pkesent, it is most tikety to.

the ptactionerus Oh to the/pkb6essionat association'the /wad

is supposed to negutate. In this antext it.is pozzillee Sot
the pkoliession to ckeate a boatd, dikectits £unction, and use

the boatd az a meam to enhance the p/1.604.6ion and putect the.

4A4ct4tione44..

A contrary vieroint was expressed in the followingmay:.

. .

You ake asSuming that theSe boakolS axe not going to'be genekaly/
6aik to the pubtic. Ana you ate azsuming-that they ate...going te

be Mokesusceptib.te to industty.pAessukethan the Zegiseatake. .

I justdon't thikk that-is twe. I_think you ate:go.ing to Sind
tile same pkobleM with the,umbketta agency that you have with
independent boandS; In £act, the ZegizZatuke gets invaved
in maki4 detailed yilez'and kegutations, it wile be wonse ztia.
Theke's no.check on what they may do.' .

/

.SUggested approaches were discussed and are sumMarized below. It was

recognized that,aWmill require further study:I. .
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Gubernatorial responsibility. Boards should be responsible to a,full-
time elected offiCial,..who should also have appointment and removal

powers. A representative from the governor's office should be'present,/
at all meetings. If the governor receives many complaints, or if he
receives unfavorable reports about the boards' actions fraR his
representative, he is likely to investigate and see to it that the
matter is straightened out. If board members are not responsive, he

can remove them.

Agency or depertmental responsibility. All boards should be account-

able to a public agency that exists on a fu71-time basis and that has
pJblic visibility and public responsibility_ The-agency should
ranitor the activities of all boards to see, how well they are carrying
cAt their mandates. T'heagency 'should have power to review all
proposed rules and reaulations and to challeme orders that are deemed
not to be in the publft interest. A represmntative of the ag9ncy or
de artment should be rresent at all board meetings and a transcript
of the meeting should:Ibe available for review by the agency staff.

A further tool for effective agency control over boards would be to'
glve the agency dirr_ctor-power to hire and fire board staff and to-

r commend promotions. If a boari has power to hire and fire,its own
taff, the loyalty of the staff can be expected to lie withthe board

ather than with the state. Staff members beholden to a board for
/job security and recognition are likely to identify with the occupation
and profession rather than with the public. Placing staff members
under the agency head increases the likelihood that they will see
their-primary responsibility to the state and to its citizens, rather
than to the association and its members. The agency head can hold
his staff accountable for keeping him informed and for administering
agency policies with the public interest foremost at all times.

Legislative oversight. Since rules and regulations of boards are
really laws, there was considerable support for the idea that the
legislature should either review rules beforehand or at the very
least approve them after the fact. Critics of this approach point
out that legislators are already overburdened and that reviewing all
rules and regulations beforehand mould be tantamount to amending the
statute at every session. After-the-fact review was also questioned
on the grounds that legislatures are nof in session continuously, so"

thaf bad rules might remain in effect for some time until the legiS-
lature could act on them. The legislature's control over the purse
was also cited as an accountabillty device'. It was suggested that

boards had to justify-their budgets to the legislature, as do

other governmental agencies, this might give that body some measure
of control.over their activities:

6
Independent commission. To avoid.the political pressures to which
both the legislative and executive branches are subjected, it was
propbsed that oversight of boards be delegated to a commission of

29-
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\outstanding laymen with no ties to any of the regulated professions
or occupations. Members would be appointed by the legislature and
serve relatively long terms to insulate them from political pressure.
Under this plan, boards would be advisory with the decision-making
power residing in the commission. boards would provide professional
and technical input as they do at present. Their recommendations
would be reviewed by the commission staff to determine whether or
not the proposed rules were in the public interest. Critics of this
approach called attention to other types of commissions -- such as
those responsible for public utilities -- and asked, "Why haven't
these served the public interest?"

. Attorney general. While the attorney general was not perceived as a
total accountability mechanism, many people felt that he could play
'an important role in protecting the:public interest vis-a-vis boards
that might be inclined to use their-powers for selfish,ends. It was

suggested that a representative of the attorney general's office be
present at all board meetings and advise the board immediately if an
acpon under consideration might not-be in accord with the statute or
could be considered contrary to puElc policy.

A number of participants indicated that in their states the attorney
general's representative functioneO very much like a public member.
It was also suggested that all proposed rules and regulations be
reviewed by the attorney general's office to determine whether they
were within the scope of the law. In some states,.no proposed-rule
can go to the public hearing stage unless it is cleared by the attorney
general. However, it is customary for the attorney general to confine
his review to the legal aspects of the propos.ed rule, not tr, its
merits from a public interest viewObint.

A frequent criticism heard of autonomous boards was that they usually
retain their own counsel instead of relying on the attorney general's
.office. Independent counsel is more likely to do whatever the board
wants done, including efforts to circUmvent the law or the legislative
intent. Such occurrences wre less likely when boards had to rely on
the attorney generWs office-for legal services.

Ombudsman. A number of people -- especially consumer representatives --
seemed conyinced that the most effective way to maintain accountability
was through`en aggressive ombudsman-type agencylthat would be equipped
to play an adversary role whenever regulatory boards proposed actions
not deemed to be in the public interest. One official noted that it
is unrealistic to place the burden on one or two part-time public
members who lack the resources to do needed research or to mount an
effective counteroffensive that may involve litigation.

To back up the public members (or tojact on behalf of the public even
when there are no public members.on a board), there should be some.
type of consumbr agency with,adequate resources to monitor bOard

( 49
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activities, do the necessary r--earch, appear at hearings, and
institute injunctive action when appropriate. Examples of this

approach, cited at the conference, were: 1) the Massachusetts Con-

sumers Council, which is an officia agency empowered to intercede on

behalf of consumers before all.state regulatory boards and commissions,
2) the Public Advocate in NeW Jersey, an independent official of the
state government who works closely wit the Department of Consumer

Affairs.

PUBLIC MEMBERS ON REGULATORY BOARDS

The prevailing view was that, until recently, pub ic members have not made

a significant contribution to the operation of lic nsing boards. This was

attributed to the fact that most appointments have aeen political in

nature, without any serious effort to match the indi iduaj to the job in

terms of interests or-qualifications. As a result, ost appointees do not

have the background to understand the prOblems and issues and few appear

to have made a serious effort to find out. Attendance records of/public

members were reported as poor-, and there was little evidence that they have

been able to.contribute to the work of their boards. Typical comments

-about public members were:

Don't know why they ake thete.

Unin6otmed, ecoity zwayed.

Deiek to the pkoiusionaZ membets...00titen mote ptoinduztay

than the inda4tAy teptesentativeh.

Pod& attendanceyEecotd,
!

Showed mote cou'ri.detation 4ot ticenaee dacipZinaky
.0.oceeding) tAan cincumtances wairzanted.

-There Aos considerable diScussion as to what the. role of a public member

, should be. It was generally agreed that until the rorilie was clarified:, there

would continue to be contrOVersy about the usefulness of having public,

members and the qualities needed'. Following are some paraphrased'observa7

.tions on this topic:. .

He should be a "watchdog" to make sure there is no whitewashing o

professional by his fellow professionals.

' He should "blow the whistle" on a board that is using its powers for 161k

selfish ends, either to limit entry or restrict competition.

*Participate in disciplinary hearings, contribute consumer viewpoint,
and help make decisions regarding-guilt or innocence and appropriate

sanctions.
5 0
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In policy formulation and rule making, hehould see that the public
interest is foremost: 0

Should not be involved in preparing competency exams, but may raise
questions about proc dures used r- such as "are they job-related?"

Should not pass on qualifications of applicants, but may raise questions'
about qualifications and standards used. When he notes restrictive
requirements that are not in the public_interest, he may seek to have
them modified or eliminated.

As noted earlier, one participant expressed the view that it is unrealistic
to place such a burden on the shoulders of one or two part-time public
members. "It's more than any one person can;handle." This individual
suggested that ways need to be found for the public member to tie in with
the existing structure. For example, the public member might seek,the
assistance of the attorney geleral's office, which often has the right
to declare a proposed rule contrary to legislative intent or to give an
opinion regarding its cmtitutionality. The consumers council or public
advocate -- at the behest of a public member -- may decide to file a brief
or take appropriate legal action to block a board action that does not
appear to be in the public interest.

To remedy some of the shortdomings and problems previously noted, action
is needed on three points: selection, training, and support services.

Selection. The ideal public member ,is one who is well-informed,
dedicated, and-willing to devote time and energy to the assignment.

_The ranks of retired persons offer an excellent pool of potential
talent. In screening public members, the following considerations
were suggested:

Suitable education, experience, and badkground to understand
what is going on

Interest in participation

Proper attitude -- strong concern for the consumer

Record of effective community service; someone who knowt how
to get. things d ne within the governMental or community
structure

Adequate time to d6ote_to this activity

. Orientation and training. Tao frequently; the-Public member is
appointed and forgotten. It was.suggested.that public members be
sworn-in as a group with-fanfare' and charged with responsibility of
looking after the intei-ests bf the' public. A ".PUblic Member CaucUs"
.was described as one way to' bUild an esprit de,corps among public
members and as a way to-acquaint them with their duties and respon-
sibilities and the,resources available to them.-
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Support services. Unless public members have access to independent
sources of information, they will be dependent on other board members

or on industry sources for facts and possible alternatives. Public

members should learn how to utilize such agencies as their own

Department of Consumer Affairs, the Consumers Council, and the

Federal Trade ComMission as sources of information. Since clerical,

secretarial, and research assistance may not be readily available

from the board staff, alternative sources for such services should

be provided.

Considerable optimism was expressed that with proper selection, training,

and support services public members could make a significant contribution

to the work of regulatory boards. However, for the public interest to be

served effectively, public members should work closely with other agencies

of government since these are usually in a better position than they are

to intercede on an administrative or legal level.

FINANCING REGULATORY ACTIVITIES

There were three,schools of thought on the topic of financing regulatory

activities: that boards should be self-supporting, that all regulation

should be paid for out of the general fund, and that a combination of the

two approaches-should be used. .

Regulatory activities should ,be self-supporting, When regulatory

statutes are under consideration, proponents often'argue that the

activity,mill support itself and will not constitute a drain on the

taxpaYers. This suggests that practitioners in an occupation or
profession often view the license fee as a special tax on themselves

to make regulation possible. Those oppoTing exclusive reliance on '

fees argued that under such an arrangement those being regulated

became clients of the board. The occupational group may then seek

to dictate how funds are used and-May restst raising fees-even if

needed to carry on an adeguateinspectional program. Several partici-

pants mentioned that exclusive reliance on income from fees ultimately

gives the occupational group a sense of control 7- that the board is

"theirs" to be used to promote their special interests rather than

the interests of the public.

Regulation should be paid for out of general funds. Since regulation

is intended to protect the public health and safety, everyone benefits.

The cost should come from general funds just as police and fire pro-

tection do.

Part of the cost should come frOM license fees and part from general

funds. Those taking this position tended to subscribe to the notion

'that regulation should be self-supporting, but they recognized that

in some situations fees might become excessively, high because of the

small number of practitioners involved. Fears were expressed that
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excessively high l'ees might have undesirable social consequences by
serving as barriers to ent6 into the,occupation. In such circum-
stances, it would be in the public interest to supplement income
1110111 r@OS with public funds.

Should board income be held in a special fund?

Advocates of the first viewpoint, that boards should be. self-supporting -
.also tended to favor the idea of special or segregated funds. Under this
concept,-a board retains control over the funds it collects from licensing
fees and fines by placing the money in a special fund.

Proponents of the special-fund arrangement pointed out.that the general
fund approach, while.sound in theory,.seldom worked out in.practice.
Regardless of the amount of income generated by a.board, its budget is
alwaYs at-the merCy of the legislature or the agency director. Thus,.the

board might not be given sufficient funds to conduct asoundprogram. It'

could then be criticized for not doing what it is supposed to.be doing for
reasons that are beyond its cOntrol.

A book, Diceptive Packaging*, waS cited as containing a great deal of infor-
mation about. what happens when boards maintain.segregated accounts.
According to 'the book, boards'ultimately begin to think-of such funds as
"their money"-and feel free to spend it as they wish.- Building up reserves
can 'sometimes become an end in itself.. Inspectional activities may even be
curtailed so 'that'excess'income would be available to build up the reserve.

\

Should the department or agency control funds?

Some states assi\gn all or most of the income from fees to the umbrella
agency, which then allocates it to the various boards on the basis of need
or under some type of formula arrangement. This approach gives the agency
budgetary control, yet assures boards that they will usually have adequate
funds to meet their program needs. It was noted that such a pooling
arrangement has the further advantage of insuring that all boards --
especially those where the number'of licensees is small -- will have
adequate funding without having to resort to excessively high fees.

Should fees be set by statute?

Inclusion of fee schedules in the regulatory statute has created serious
problems for many boards and umbrella agencies during inflationary periods.
It was strongly urged that the statute might establish principles to guide
the setting of fees, but the dollar amount should be set by regulation.
Among the suggestions heard were 1) that fees be adjusted periodically

* San Franc:sco Consumer Action, 26 Seventh Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
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to meet the operating costs of the board or agency, and 2) that fees not

exceed some specif-ed dollar amount. Either approach would obviate the
need for the board or agency to return frequently.to the legislature for

fee adjustments. n some states the agency director has authorkty to

adjust fees in acc rdance with need. In atleast one state this can be
done only after public hearings to explaim and justify the need to those
involved.

CONTINUED COMPETENCE

Legislators recOgnize continued competence as one Of the thorny issues wfth
which they must deal now and-inthe years ahead. Therising cost of.mal-.

practice insurance and pressbres from professional groupt for mandatory

rograms of.continuing education are forcing legislators to look Closely

at.an issue_that has heretofore-been.largey ignored. Most of-the emphasis-,

'in licensing Occupations and professions has'been.on inittalcOmpetence. :

.
Little attention has been paid to the question Ofccintinued competence.
Now legislators are asking: Has thelractitioner kept.up with developments

in the field? Has he maintained his skillt? Is he aSqualefied tO provide
safe and effective service as he was at the time of initia licensure, .

Most regulatory boards have been willing,torenew licen-ses,upon the payment.

of a fee -.- almost never'inquiring into'the niatter of continued competence

Continuing Education'

Legislatures have felt increased'pressure-to require-that ricensed practi-

tioners participate in programs of continuing education (CE) as a condition

-of relicensure. Some people.believe that this is'a taCticto forestall '

programs that mightrequire practitioners to be reexamined periodically.'

Regardless.of the truth or fallacy of that assertion, some people maintain
that one reason tome assoCiations are promoting continuinTeducatiOn is
that.they stand to benefit financially by developing and marketing.continuing
education programs for their occupation or profession. :However, others point°
out if continuing education was widely adopted it'would put'an'almost
intolerable burden on the educational:community. For example,. in New York
State,ithere are more than 275,000 registered nurses and licensed practical.
nurses. A thortage Of qualified faculty-is said to.exist even without .

mandatory continuing education programSA representaive from that state
said, It is.hart.d to imagine what_a manditoky,pkogkam woutd.do

DUring-the course of the conferences, many questions:were-raised about the

heed for-mandatory CE programs. One.per'son asked, 14 thete pl.poi that anyOne

ha..6 been zeta,tay ha/oiled beemoe o'6 the tack o6 competencyjmazsument ok
mandatoky cant:ailing education? Another asked, Is it woitthixWe to zubject

a whote_disciptine to mandatoky contiming.education when ontya. smak
minokiky may need it? There was some feeling that continuing education

: progralins should be required only wherea SpecifiC and justifiable need-
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can be demonstrated. Pnionities should be estabtished based on need, one
participant suggested. We showed not tity to mandate continuing education
6o& evekyone untie we have a bettek 6ece. doh What the cOnt4nUing edUcatiOn
apphOach C.LA aCCOMptiSh. Another participant criticized continuing educa-
tion as window &Lasing, especiatty whe&e: a penson gets ckedit doh
attending a meeting o& taking a counse. That doesn't necessanay mean
he's., competent!

'Several individuals expressed concern about the potential cost of continuing
education to the consumer. One asked, What assonance do we have that
.continoing eduCation witt_p&ovide the consume& with g&eatek ptotection
against the incompetent pnactitiOnet? A legal officer supported thts view.
He stated that most complaints do not stem fromhallegations.of incompetence%
Most. orthe kip-o66 OlutiZtA ake exttelMeLy COMpetent.. They ake just out to
make a 6ast buck. Several licensing officials felt that the problem -- if
there,really was-one'-7\could be better handled by investigating all com-
plaints and by a vigorous enforcement program.

Two practical problems relating to cOntinuing education were raised in the
Jcourse of the discussion:

Practitioners in rural areas do not have ready access to seminars and
training programs that are readily available in urban areas. If they
are required to take the same exam as their urban counterparts, they
would probably be at a serious disadvantage. Indeed, some might not
qualify for relicensure. This would represent a serious social loss
since rural practitioners are in short supply.

Interstate mobility would be made m6re difficult if practitioners
licensed in a number of states had to meet differing education
requirements in each state. One participant said, We have engineeu
who ate ticensed in 17 4tatez. They cowed make a 6uZ2-time cakeek o6
keeping up with continuing education,&equitement4. Another said, It
woutd be di66icutt to imptement the concept o6 endouement 4tate4
had widety di.66eking continuing education li.equikement6: Someone
suggested that the problem should not be dealt with on a piecemeal
basis. It has-nationat imptications and a national zytstem showed be
ckeated. Some so/it o6 ckedit aeaninghause is a mwst.

4;

Periodic Reexamination

.The ide'a of periodic reexamination to establish competenCe met with'con-
siderable resistance and skepticism. Doubt was expressed that written tests
'could provide trustworthy evidence of competence. Even i6 they could, one
perSon said, it.woutd be a nightmau to te,6t evekybody. "The problem with
testing,5 several people noted, was that after they leave training most
professionals tend to specialize.- Hence they probably couldn't pass an
examination covering the entire field the way they once could. This
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doesn't mean they are incompetent or that taking courses is necessary to
insure that they Will function properly.

A number of people asked whether it might make sense to license practi-

tioners to render services only in their specialties...and to forego the

myth-that they are competent to provide services across the entire range.
If a person has lost touch with certain aspects, he shouldn't insist that

he is still qualified because his original license says so.

( VOluntary Certification

.As an alternative to requiring reexamination as a condition for relicensure,

it was suggested that greater emphasis be placed on voluntary certification

- in various.specialties, Thus, an individual-would be licensed and could
legally work in any of the specialties, but the public would have a basis

for selecting practitioners who had demonstrated their competence by
voluntarily meeting the standards of a certification agency." The certifi-

cation process might include some type of examination as well as evidence
-of appropriate education and experience.

.Performance.Audit

Several individuals suggested that boards be given statutory.authority to
audit the work of licensees in a manner appropriate to the occupation or

. profession. There might be some tie-in with a Professional Standards

Review Organization (PSRO). It was also suggested that.investigations.or
audits should be conducted by an independent agency, not by the same agency'

that is responsible for licensure:

Legal Issues

A Deputy Attorney General questioned whether it would be constitutional for

'a licensing board to refute to renew the license of a practitioner for

failure to take certain continuing education courses or for,failure to pass

a new competency examination. He argued that such an action would be an

unwarranted retroactive action. The practitioner could claim, "I met your

requirements. You licensed me. I haven't done_anything wrong. Yet you

are now going to make me take a new exam or take away my license because

I didn't take some courses." This legal' officer stated that, jn his opinion,

a board could revoke a license only if it\had grounds-for.doing so"-- such

as eviden&e of incompetence. However, he doubted that the courts would
sustdin a board that refused to renew a liense -of an individual who has

been practicing and who had not done anything wrong. Many of the partici-

pants expressed-disagreeMent, but no one cited legal precedents for either

viewpoint:\ There appears to be a clear need for further study of this issue.

5 6
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

/EVALUATION OF QUALIFICATIONS

It is difficult to draw a line between the legislative role in establishing
qualifications and the boards' role in defining them more precisely for
administrative purposes. Many participants were troubled by lack of
uniformity, inequities, and inconsistencies in the requirements among
different occupations and across states.

Trend to Irpeased Qualifications

A recurrent theme was that boards constantly want to increase the qualifica-
tions. One administrator said:

I zee .61,12 ate the time. Evety yeat they come back to Aaize them.
I'm not zaying the minimum today shoutd be the minimum 50 yeara
pLom now, Exit eveAy yea& they want something make ztAingent. At
what Levet can you zay that the mutuae needz au met putecting
both the pubtic and the pAo6e4zion?,

Another administrator cited problems they were having in cosmetology:

We now Aegcate 2,500 hems o6 tAaining which L4 about 1,000
howts moke than the nationat ave&age. It'z zuppoised to be 6ok

the schoot owneAz. -We act have a shohtage o6 haiAduzzuu
the bene6it o6 the conzut4t I think it'z OA the bene6it (16

in the ztate because gi/uez won't-take a cou&se that'z zo tong;
and many o6 those who do enkott get, baked andidApp out. The boatd
wants to teiminate any 6ged numbe& (i'Lhouitz o6 timining and
Zicense peopte on the bazx's o6 thea demonstAated competency.
But this idea iz being Aezi ed by the schoot peopZe who have
many Otiend4 in the tegiA e.

Reference was made to the Griggs decision.* A participant asked whether
a specific educational requirement, silch as a high school or ,college diploma,

was a legal requirement. No one haVa\definitive answer, but it was
suggested that edUcat,Jnal requirements\were likely to be challenged unless
they could be shown to be job related.

Arbitrary Experience.Requirements

The experience requirement was also challenged. I think that boands
4-Orifettmvsa&iaLtufty when they zet zuch a Aequium nt as 6ive yeaAz OA even

/

* Griggs vs. Duke Power Company', 401, U.S. 424, 1971\
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ten yeat4.. 14 thete any evidence that peopte with 6ewet yeax6 o6 expetience

ate not quati6ied? Showedn't zuch tequi/Lememtz be vatidated?

Evaluation of Out-of-state and Foreign Applicants

The evaluation of qualifications of out-of-state and foreign applicants

provoked considerable discussion. In some fields, such as medicine, the

decision can be made administratively because candidates all take national

exams. "If he has an NBME (National Board of Medical Examiners) certificate,

you know he came through an approved residency or intern program and that

he is a graduate of an approved medical school." The foreign physiciaD/who

comes to the U.S. is required to have a certificate of the Educationalf

Council for Foreign Medicat Graduates.

The problem of evaluating the nature and quality of training in foreign

institutions was discussed by a representative from New York State, which

is one of the few states that licenses foreign physicians, dentists, and

pharmacists. He/stated that New York State has a Comparative Medical

Education section within the Department of Professional Licensing that

monitors foreign educational institutions. A staff member who speaks seven

Hindi dialects as well as other languages actually visits institUtions in

India and/in other countries to study the curriculums and the facilities

and to cletermine whether such programs are comparable to those in the United

States. It'4 the onty way to be 4une o what 4.4. going an. You can't ttubt

the naMe o the imtitution ot what they 4ay in thein catatov.f-As an

example, he cited one "medical school" in Singapore that turned out to be

a two-year college.

The ensuing discussion brought out the'fact that most states could not

afford to establish or maintain their own comparative education capabilities.

Interest was expressed in having such a service provisded on a national basis.

It was also suggested that interested states might be able,to contract with

New York State to make its findings about institutions available to their

state medical boards.

TESTING FOR COMPETENCE

Whenever qualifications forlicenSure were discusted, concern was expressed

about the quality of the examinations us'ed to assess.competence.. 'Few

'Oeople.seemed to have confidence in eXams prepared bylocal boards ? but

many also expressed reservations about national testing programs. A'number

of indiViduals suggested that the use-of."unassembled.exams" be explored

for licensing purposes.

Locally Prepared Exams

Locally p epared exams had few defenders among licensing administrators or

other state officials. It was observed that such exams were'frequently of
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inferior quality. They were Seldom based on an up-to-date job analysis;
questions were often ambiguously worded; there was a tendency to measure
obscure points; and both the conteat and the difficulty of the test often
fluctuated from one administratiOn to the next. Many of these problems
were ascribed to the'fact that, while board members were skilled in their
trades or professions, they seldom had any expertise in the field of
measurement. A legislator from Florida cited a report of the Florida
House of Representatives,* which had involved an analysis of the tests used
by several boards in his state. He said the study had concluded that these
examinations were not reliable or valid instruments for determining
competency.

Locally prepared exams were alsO criticized as more likely to be exclusionary
than national exams. Board mem5ers can manipulate both test content and
passing score more readily than they can on national exams.- A number of
participants cited examples of boards using tests as a means of restricting
entry.

Guarded optimism was exOressed regarding the prospects of upgrading the
quality of locally prepared exams. Agency personnel indicated that they
would welcome a tralning package to enable them to do a better job of
reviewing and valuating locally prepared tests and for working with boards
to improve the quality of their tests. Several people mentioned that
umbrella agencies should perform an oversight function with respect to
testing and should either develop in-house consultation capabilities or
draw on outside experts for such help. No one seemed certain of how to
monitor the testing activities of independent, autonomous boards.in states
with no umbrella agencies.

If the uniform guidelines currently being developed by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinating Council (EEOCC) are adopted -- and if they apply
to licensing and certification agencies -- they are likely-to have a
SAgnificant impact on most state regulatory bodies. Boards that use
national exams would probably hot be affected to any great extent because
the organization sponsoring the i;e:Aing program and the national testing
agency would be the ones who wou14 have to defend the examination as job
related, valid, and nondiscriminatory. However, state boards would
probably have a difficult time doing so. A study in California** revealed
that many of-the boards in that state would probably be vulnerable. An

analysis of pass-fail rates showed that the exams and other assessment

* Florida.House of Representatives,,Committee. on Regulated Industri'es and
Licensing.: Pcamining the Exaininel;s: An 'Investigation o6 Licensuke Examination
Mactilces ok Fto4ida'4 Boaxds o6 Denti4tay, Medicae Examinens, Podiatty
Ekamineu and Vete/4a/1.y MediciACwith Recommendations 6oh. State and"Fedmae.
Action. Prepared by J. Phillip Halstead, Legislative Analyst. .March 1975, 212 pp.

** Selection Consulting Center. Fain. Empeoyment ImpticatiOns c) Licensing and
Centi6ication Standakds-in the'State oi Caci6otnia. 1Prepared for Department
of Consumer Affairs, State of California. ,-Patrick-G. Clelland, Projecti
Director. Sacramento, California; August 9750 106. pp. plus ApPendices

A
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procedures being used by many boards were having an adverse impact on

minorities -- that is, the fail rate for minority groups was substantially

greater than it was for the majority group. States with umbrella agencies

will probably insist that boards bring themselves into compliance with EEOCC

guidelines. It was felt that independent and autonomous boards are more

likely to "sit tight" until challenged.

A licensing administrator said:

Out intetut in Aeviewing the quatity o zhoued not be litom

the vantage point that we'd be aptaid the' Fedo wete going to come

in and naise heti., but out o6 a Aemse o6 equity. Many oi the

Aequitementz ot ticenzing, a4 wett a4 the te4t,s, denitety tend

to dizcAiminate again,st mindAitiez.

This view was echoed by another participant who said:

Sconet on tate& Aomebody iA oing to biting a ca4e. It zeemA to Me

that it wooed be be-tte o u6 to move atitiiamativety without being

iotced to do what we know Ls Aight to begin with.

National Examinations

National exams were thought to be most appro iate where there is a well-

developed educational, system national in scope. Such programs tend to have

agreed-upon curriculums and standards so that national exams.are feasible.

They are also appropriate forcrafts hat operate under uniform nationa)

standards, such as.the,national electrical or plumbing code.

Questions were raised about the appropriateness of national examinations in

such fields as insurance and real estate where laws, rules,..and regulations

differ markedly from state to state. It was noted that, in such'instances,

the examination usually comes in two parts. The first art deals with.

practices and principles that are universally applicable, while the other

section deals specifically with state laws and regulations and with any

other aspects that may be unique to a given situation. Nevertheless, some

people expressed skepticism. One man said, 16 ybu have aniexaM that appLies

to eveAybody'4 Aituation, it wite appty to nobody'A.

There was general acceptance of the fact that national ekaminations have

certain advantages aver locally 'prepared exams. The quality.of the tests

is usually higher. What is to be covered by the test is usually determined

on the baSis of a careful job analysis. 'Questions are written by experts,

reviewed .by other experts, and subjected to item analysis.' -Security

arrangements are generallY.good; as As-the quality of scoring and reporting

services.

Not everyone agreed with these presumed advantages of natione exams. A

participant from Wisconsin stated that the Architectural Registration Board

in his state had serious reselvations about the content of the national exam

in that field. He said it wts seeking to determine when and how the job

analysis had been conducted and whether.the test reflected all the important

A
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aspects of current practice. The boa+ had also questioned the objectivity
of the scoring of certain parts of theiexaminatidn. To verify the scoring,
it had hired expertt to rescore certa4parts of the exam. There was
considerable disagreement between the first and second set of scores. As
a result, the legislature had suspended use of the contested portion of the
examination.

Discilssion of these and similar.problems underscored-the fact that in adopting
nE.t'c,:-:a) exams, the state board does not relieve itself of responsibility

scruti:jzing carefully how the exam is prepared,.-what it covers, and how
gri..4A. "The fact that an exam is offered for national use doesn't

7:1:77zrnie that it will be of high quality. It's Up to.the board to satisfy
on these points before it adopts.the eXam; and it should check

nv*Jdi'cally to make sure that quality has been maintained."

potentially serious problems relating to the use,of national examina
tiors were brouyht out at'.the meetings:

Lack of uniform testing dates. It was noted that the lack of uniform
testing dates can give rise to tecurity problems.: For eXample, the
national exam in nursing has traditionally.been given at the.discretion
of each state board. The same examination is used throughout the year.
Thus, some candidates may. travel to a nearby state taitake the exam.
If they_do not pass, they can retake the same exam at a later'date in
,their own state. This isailFgHcoestions,about the integrity of an .

tndividual's score and led one state to suspend its policy of licensing
by endorsement in this field. The national organizati9n responsible
for deVeloping and administering the testing program.agreed to prepare
a different form of the test for each administration and to require.all
.state boards to adhere to common test dates. This example reinforces. .
the need for boards to ,be alert to developments that may invalidate the
test as a basis for assessing-competence.

Public record laws. The passage of public record laws has .given rise
to'requests, on the part of applicants, to review the test and their
own answer sheets. They argue that the test is a public record and
therefore subject to public scrutiny.

A number of licensing administratOrs indicated that theymere having
difficulty complying With the law because national testing organizations
refused to make copies of the test available. These administrators were
aware.of the security problem and recognizeAthat_acceSt to the test Jy
candidatesyould.preclude the use Of the same questioiitThr-Tfutur
examinations. However, they tended to see the problem as one the
national testing'organizations wpuld have to'solve possibly by providing
some type of feedback without disclosing the actual wording of each.
question. No one'was sure whether anything less than full Aisclosure
would satisfy the courts.

A number of participants thought that there was prObably a basis for
comprothise on this point because it yould clearly not bein the public
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interest for states to turn away from national examinations: first,

because the tests are sually better and cost less than locally

prepared tests; an second, because such tests provide the basis for

by endor t, which facilitates the mobility of skilled

personnel across state lines.

Several people asked, "Why do the candidates want to examine the test?"

If it is to find out if it was a fair test, the courts would probably

support the.contention of the board that it is the prerogative of the

board-to m'ake that determination. If an individual wants to dispute

the test, there are other administrative and legal channels open to

him

There are ways to present information to a candidate as to where he fell

down without destroying the security of the test. For example, a board

could advise the candidate in which areas he was weak. Such diagnostic

information should suffice to enable the candidate to concentrate his

attention on those topics on which hethad done poorly.

It was hypothesized that many of therequests for access to the test

questions were not aiming from bona fide candidates but from people who

were acting on behalf of proprittors of coaching schools. "They always

plant people in the exam so they can accumulate 'every question that has

been asked over a five-year period. If they can come in to review the
test questions after the test, they'll build up their files just that

much more quickly."

Translating examinations. The matter of translating national exams into
other languages also poses a problem id certain states. I6 Florida, for

example, when five or more applicants from a similar linguistic minority

request that an examination be translated into their native language,

the board must comply. Some asserted that the direct translation of an

exam into another language may change its character. It is no longer

the same exam. However, a more practical problem may be that the

sponsors of national testing programs will not permit translation of

their exam for reasons of security.

A financial benefit often overlooked by state boards was cited by one partici-

perft:

BoaAdz-can Aeduce theit opeAating coztz by Aequining candidate4 to-

take the nationa exam. The candidates woad pay the tiee to the
tezting onganization, and :the boartd wowed get the zcokes without

having to pay OA coztz oi making the-tezt, adminateking it, and

then 4coAing it.

He suggested further that boards need not necessarily reduce their fee to the

candidate. Why not uze that income to ztep up entioAcement?

6 2
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"Unassembled" Exams

While most of the discussion centered around written exams and perTormance
tests prepared locally4or by nati"onal testing agencies, several participants
felt that the use of "unassembled" examinations should be explored. Such

examinations rely on a review of an individual's credentials rather than
on a test, which is "nothing more than a sample of an individuars behavior
at one point in time." The "unassembled" approach permits the evaluation
of an applicant's education and relevantexperience. Thus, in some respects
it provides a broader and more comprehensive basis for assessment,than the
traditional written or performance test. Advocates of this approach noted
that criteria can be developed that result in a high degree of reliability
among raters.

One participant recalled that Dr. Albert Maslow, then Chief of the \

Personnel Measurement Research and Development Center of the U.S. Civil
Service Commission, had argued in a similar vein in 1971 when he addressed
an NCOL conference in San Diego.

In ouk wotk with 6edekae4ta66ing systems.,..we attow the mea4ukt-'
ment to 6it the individuat. ?mote tnain to a point o6 occapationat
entky by di66enent noutes. Thus, it makes sense to use ate/mate
but equatty apptoloniate and netevant evatuation method4. FOA
exampte, an individuat who hao come up thnough a 6okmat tnaining
disciptine, wheke we 6eet coniident about the quatity o6 tnaining,
can be examined on hi4 tAaining kecbtd. -An individuae wha ha4 come
up thitough an expenience disciptine, not onganized tnaining; can
be evatuated on that basis. An .individuat who ha4 done neithek o6
these, but might have gained knowtedge in a vakiety oi way4, can
be asked to demonstkate hi4 knewtedge thAough a test. So, in
ticesing, it is conceivabee that by pkoviding attekhate examining
methods. you. coutd bettek save aeZ appticant4 and be &As
susceptibte to changes o6 inadventent tocking-out o6 4ome oi them.*

RECIPROCITY/ENDORSEMENT

The licensing of out-of-state or foreign applicants has been a vexing problem
for legislators and licensing officials. Initially candidates had to
qualify in each state regardless of any license,that they might already
hold. To facilitate mobility, some boards wOrked out reciprocity agreements
which said, in effect, "We'll license anyone who holds a valid license from
your state if you'll honor our license in a similar way." However, if a
licensed individual wished to migrate to .a state with which Ws home state
did not have a reciprocity agreement, he had to satisfy the new board as to
his qualifications and take a new examination to demonstrate his competence
no matter how long he had been in practice. One participant said, I 'matey
pze hLs is a bad thing becau4e what wt 4hou2d be tooking at ake the

A

* Quoted in Occupationa Licen6ing: Ptaetice4 and Poticies by BenjaMin
Shimberg et al. Washington, D.C: Public Affairs Prets, 1972. pp. 208-209.
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peopte and thein quati6ieation4 -- not whothek we have teciptocat agtee-

ments.

Most participants seemed to feel that licensure by endorsement is a more

eqL:table procedure. Under such an arrangement, a licensed individual

submits his credentials to the state to which he wishes to migrate.. If

the training and experience qualifications are comparable and if the

individual has passed the same national examination required of residents,

he or she could be licensed by endorsement; that is, the state would endorse

the evaluation made by another state board and issue a license without

requiring the candidate to take a new examination. One woman said:

peopte meet the zame quati6icatIon6 _that we accept in out ztat

then we ought to accept thoze peopee.

A man put it this way:

Wete Looking at 4uatiiication4 and ctitetia o1L ticenzute az

they exist in owl_ state. Does the appticant meet them ot not,

tegandtezz 94 whete he comes 6tom? Why put him thtough the

hatdtes again?

It was alleged that certain "sunshine states" use the licensing .apparatus

to discourage mobility. A representative from one .Such state said:

It has nothing whatevet to do with putecting the peopee; it'z

an exausionaky device to pAotect the economic intetests O6

the peopte who ate atteady thete. They know they have a good

thing and they want to keep Zt that way... Out ztate tankz 30th

in the nation in OWL 6Upp.ey 04 dentists and we'te decting in

that Aegand. We have many countim in the ztate that don't

have even one dentizt; yet the boatd 44 keeping quatiiied

peopZe out. Thedentat exam 'LA Ax4tAictive and not jo6-xeeated.

Az an exampee, the Dentat Boatd tequitez dentiztz to baitd a

ptaztic mock-up o4 the mouth. Mozt deivasts have that zott oi

thing done by a tabotatoty. It's Cettainty not the hatimatk

o6 a quati6ied ptactitionet.

The reciprocity/endorsement issue was characterized as "political dynamite"

by one participant and it was clear that many others shared this view.

There were intimations that trade and professional assodiations have Such

close ties to the legislature that it is unlikely that exclusionary

practices will be modified any time soon. The fear was expressed that

states in the sun belt would be overrun by people from "up north" who had

ret-q.ed or were approaching retirement. These outsi'ders, it was said,

constituted a threat to the economic well-being of practitioners who were

already residents of the state. It was repeatedly stated that trade and

professional groUps work closely with licenFure boards tO "keep standards

high" so as to keep out the incompetents from other, states. When someone

noted that even distinguished practitioners from other states were often

excluded, the reply was along the lines of "Well that's too bad. We apply
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the same standards to in-state candidates as we do to those from out-of-
state."

.Some doubt as to the latter assertion was raised by a licensing official
who stated that, in investigating a discrepancy in the fail rate for in-
state and out-of-state dentists, he had discovered that candidates from
out-of-state were given a different colored smock to wear during the
practical examination. Thus, the examiners could tell which ones were
from in-state and which from out-of-state. The use of different colored
smocks has since been discontinued, and the fail rate for out-of-state
applicants_has decreased markedly.

A number of consume'r officials indicated that the weakness and fragmenta-
tion of the consumer movement was in part responsible for the fact that
various trade and professional groups have been able to continue
exclusionary practices for so long. One official said:

1

A guteibee pubtic WOA taken in by the propaganda about pxotecting
consume/Ls 1Sxom cheats and incompetents. Now consume/is axe beginning
to see that they axe being iotced to pay a veky high pkice 4at
pxotection o4 &biome, vatic.

HANDLING COMPLAINTS FROM APPLICANTS

Wh-e an applicant is denied the opportunity to sit for a licensing exam on
grottoes that his qualifications failed to meet the requirements set by the
board, what recourse, if any, does he have against arbitrary standards or
unfairness on the part of board members? When an aPplicant fails to pass
a licensing exam, can he.challenge the fairness of the exam or the standards
used in grading his paper?

In discussing how various states safeguard the,constitutionai rights of
applicants, it was evident that practices varied widely. Most states allow
an applicant who has been denied an opportunity to take the exam to appeal
to the board for reconsideration. This is tantamount to asking a group to
pass judgment.on its own actions. One legal officer' stated that even when .

the right of appeal is not spelled out in the law:the Attorney General
will usually advise the board to grant a hearing to review the information
in the file and,\to ask the applicant if he has any additional information
beyond that alre y in hand.

States that have ad ped Administrative Practices Acts (APA) frequently
provide for a hearing\before a third-party hearing officer. Boards know
that once they have turned down an applicant, they will be required to give
specific reasons and to defend their action in an adversary proceeding.
The safeguards established under an APA tended to temper the tendency of
boards/to act in an arbitrary manner. Several legal officers stated that
it was difficult to upset a board's ruling either before a hearing officer
or in the courts,because, to do so, the applicant usually had to show that
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the board's action had been arbitrary and capricious -- an abuse of the

statutory authority vested in the board by the legislature. Boards need

help in drafting their rules and regulations so that requirements for

licensur,_: and grounds for disciplinary action are spelled out as speciff=

cally as possible. Such specificity benefits both the applicant and the

board.

When the fairness of an examination is at issue, boards tend to have the

last word. There are usually no administrative remedies open to the

applicant. Several participants stated that boards frequently permit

applicants to review their test papers and to present arguments as to why

their answers should be graded as "correct." If the board decides'that

the complaint has merit, it may grant extra points. However, the decision

is usually up to the board. In the event of an adverse ruling by.the

board, the only recourse left to the applicant is in the courts. Nig,

chances there are not considered Very good.

If the proposed EEOCC guidelines are found to be applicable-to licensing

and certification agencies, there might be a basis for injunctive action.

However, it would first be necessary for the complainant to show that the

examination had an adverse impact on members of minority groups. The

burden would then fall on the board to demonstrate that its test met the

validity standards set forth in the guidelines.

A number of participants felt that the umbrella agency should monitor test

development activities of boards, and see to it that examination procedures

meet professional standards regardless of whether the EEOCC guidelines are

extended. Some channel for administrative review shOuld be provided-so

that the courts would not be the only recourse open to applicants with

complaints about examinations. /

While the legal route is available, relatively few applicants seek redress

in the courts. Among the reasons mentioned were 1) legal action is expensive

and time-consuming, and 2) few applicants have the resources to carry

litigation through the lengthy appeals process, which is almost certain

to follow any reversal of a board in the .courtS. Time on the Llide oi,

the boaAd, said one person. It can 4tick to ito gun4 amozt inde6iratety.

In the meantime, the apgicant cannot pauue hio ttadeon lonoliusion. With

oddz zo ztim, any wonden that zo ew apgicantz initiate Zegat action?

Some applicants may also be reluctant'to challenge a board's decision out

of fear of retaliation. One participant observed: W4 euieh .to comgy

than to Aun the ki41.2. 06 being kanded az a tkoubtemakex.,

ENFORCEMENT

The lack of effective enforcement:was viewed as a serious,weakness in the

licensing process-by.many of thosewho aetendad the conferences. A number

participants cited instances in which boards.had been lax.about taking
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action against licensees. One person quoted from an article in the
Chniztian Science Monitoe in which a veterinary board had "failed to act
against veterinarians who charged excess fees, refused to provide help in
emergencies, kept-animals in filthy cages, and performed an operation on
the wrong dog." According to the article, the strongest action taken by
the board .against any of the practitioners involved was a reprimand. It,
was reported that boards frequently claim that they have no jurisdiction
in matters involving priCes or workmanship -- or they may refuse to,act
in the absence of a foilmal complaint.

In the case where the veterinarian had operated on the wrong animal, the
board had taken no action because the veterinarian had arranged a monetary
settlement with the4dog owner so that charges were withdrawn. A partici-
pant aSked:

1

14n't thiz 4tite a diiscipeinany mattet? Shoutdn't the boand do
zomething with on. without a iokmat. comptaint?

A consumer official familiar with the case said:

.0
Odt agency intetceded in that caze,, The boakd io atway4 tooking
iok excuzu not to puzecute its ticemees. They.zaid, in e64ence,
'We can't do anything becau6e. the comptaint haz been withdkawn.'
We toed them, 'You ake almotutely incokkect. Thiz man io a ticen6e
hada. The aet he committa/ iz a viotation o6 youk own Au4e4 and
kegutaUont, and you have an 'obtigation to pkoCeed on it.' They
atimatety &I/vended theveterEinanian'4 ticen6e and the mattet.i4
nmw being appmeed in the couAtz.

Several participants noted that many boards avoid taking disciplinary action
by interpreting thelaw very-narrowly. Some boards see their role
differently; they do not hesitate to call in offending licensees and
persuade them to make adjustmentS, includfing ftnanCial restitution.

One participant, a legal officer, came to-the defense of boards with the
following,observation:

The pubtic.haz the impkezzion that membeu.o6 the puiezzion zeek
to pnotect theik own. Nothing cocked be icutthet 6kom the tnuth.
When a comptaint comm.in about an accountant, sok exampte, the
boand keatty Aide's hekd on the guy. It ieaZize/s that it -f.'s in

it4 own intetut to be tough becawse the.actionz o6 a liew can
give the whote p)Lo4ezzion a &tack 'eye

Dekpite the recognized importance f enforcement, conditions are not likely .

to be improved significantly unless legislators can be convinced of the-
need for well-trained enforcement staffs. Legislators.tend to think of

-.1icensir4 in terms Of screening applicants to insure that only those
qualified are licensed. They need.to be:educated regarding.the impOrtanCe
of investigations. In New York State, Only sevpn investigators monitor

* Chnistian Science Monitok, May 12, 1975. First of five articles on regulatory
boards.
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55,000 physicians. Some states have no, traired investigators at all. -The

growing interest of consumer groups iii.Ticensure might provide the needed

impetus for strengthening the enforcement machinery. One man said:

Without vigotouz en6otcement the occupationat gtoup haz the but

o6 both woteda... ptotection 6tom competition and az4utance that

no matte& what they do, it'.6 untikety that anyone witt toze

ticenze.
. .2;

A consumer official acknowledged that getting more money to increase enforce-

ment wouldbe difficult:

We need to make peopte teatize that zoc,Lety iz now paying dolt the

tack o6 enOtcement eve,ty time a comumct getz tipped o66 by an

unethicat t&adezman rvto6e&siona2.

Suggestions for Improving Enforcement Operation§

In exploring ways to -Improve enforcement, severarparticipantt expressed .

the view that discipline should not be a board respon*ibility. Boards

should concentrate on s'etting standards and making rules, but should leavt

the investigation and enforcement to others. A numberrof people questioned

whether it was possible for boards ta-maintain their objectivity and respect

; due Oocess when the same individuals conducted the invesfigation, held

hearings, ruled on admissibility of evidence and on objections, determined

guilt or innocegce, and decided on the penalty.

It was noted that after the appeals court had ruled agains the Medical

Board in Wisconsin in the.case of Witherow-v. Larkin, many\states had made

an effort to keep the board "uncontaminated:" For example, investigations

were conducted without involvement of board members and charges were heard

before administrative hearing officers. Ultimately,the board would review

the case and take action on The basis of the facts brought out in the

hearing -- "untainted by hearsay and unproven allegations." Some people

expressed regret that the U.S. Supreme Court had reversed the appeals court.*

They said that the decision had taken "some of the steam out of,their

efforts" to reform the process and that they were now having difficulty

gtting needed funds..

Many states appear fo have moved towlrd having investigations conducted by

a central unit rather than by individual boards. When the investigator

finds that there may be a basis for the complaint, the matter goes to a

,hearing officer whO follows rules and proceduressestablished under the

Administrative Practices Act or byxthe department. Onelicensing official

described due process as follows:

Th.e heating o66icet tutez the admizzibitity oi evidence, 6ind-

ingz o6 liactA, and conctusions oftaw. 16 the boatd deziAe4, he

can atzo tecommend zanctiono; ot the boatd can teview the necotd
,and impoze -az own zanctiono. qowevet, the boatd can't ovettide

the heating qiicee4 conctusion4 &Lek az zaying a man La
guitty when the heating o66icet had conctuded that he waAn't.,

* Witherow vs. Larkin, U.S. 431 Ed 2nd 712, 95 S Ct.
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Other suggestions for improving the enforcement process in luded the
following:

Boards should provide practitioners with a statement givling, reasons
for their decision.

° The accused should have access to the'agencyrec_ords_pmtar_to_the
disciplinary hearing.

° Guidelines are needed for setting sanctions; that is, which infractions
carry what type of penalty? \

anctions Should include monetarY fines in addition to suspension or
reVocation Of a license.,

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

..Cenferees frequently noted that thesconsumeris. in a relatively.weak
Position vis-a-viS the occupational and.professional groups-that control .

machiner: Whereas these.groups:enjoy a cohesiveness that '

from A_ unity of purpote and ,mutyality.of benefits, consuMers form a.
vrydiffyte group. Their-primary interests usually:lie elsewhere.. They
lack'funding, effective-channels of communications and.themaChinery for .

pTanning effective action.

.. Most Consumers.do-not undertand the.structure of gOvernment or the.channels
'...-they can use to file and- parsue a complaint. Even when a_complaint.is

lodged witi-La board; the complainant has.little'or no leverage he Can Use
against.ar'board that.is.reluctant pt move.... Boards are.themselveS In a
difficult position. While .they,h6e powerto.suspend or.reyoke a license'.
following a lengthy due process presedure,they usually have no statutory
aUthority_to provide. redrass.to'a wronged.or injured party. ..

-The consumeris.interest might bestbeserved throUgh the'establithMent of.
an ombudsman-type'of.agency:that couldpursbeconsUmer.complaints against
licensees. Theombudsman would-know. how to. Use the reschIrces and powers
of government on -behalf.ofithe Consumer. The MattachUsetts ContUmers

.-.CoUncil was cited: as aniexample.of.how,an.oMbudsmart-aight operate. 1 The
Consumers Council is an official agency with broad statutory authority to.
Aisseminate Information to legislators,-theexecutive-brandh,' to the

.

. coui-ts,.and.to-regulatOry Joldards and commissiens. It also has standing
as,an.intervenOr before, re§ulatory'boards,yA representatiye-ofthe council --

,. explained,
. /

We-can puvideAngumentz'be6oke the bgakd to Auppokt thinvthat
becieve ake in the.conoume intdat, and we can. aque Againzt

thing4 that we beZieve ifte detkimentat. When the. Optometky Boakd
uws con4deting a nate puhibithlaptice achimtaing, weAubm.i.tted

.s. a btie4 to the bocvd exp'e .Lng OWL oppozition.. Tkey kejected.oult.

angument;. zo we ake .nnw in' thecount6 chattenging theik autholti4y
to'make Such a. kate:

6 9
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The need for an outside force was underscored by one consumer official who

said:

I'm oney one penzon a 4-tate empeoyee wha Ls appointed by the

goveknok and who can be kemoved.at,witZ; yet I've got to 4tand up

attotneyz-i Zobbyis, and membetz-o-6\the-a44aciation
boakd who ate expetts in theft gad att.,(4 them vety impottant

peopee with good potiticae connection4.

Consumer concrns were alSo explored with respect t
pharmaceutical pricing,and generic identification o
against competitive bidding by architects and engine
,againstprice advertising for eyeglasses, funerals,
general strong support was shown for full freedom of
and services in an open market. Some of the possibl
of price advertising that might not be trl the best i

were also noted.

such issues as.
drugs, prohibition
rs, and _prohibitions\
nd sO tprth. In.

information on costs
Aangers and drawbacks
Lerest of the consumer

Boards are not likely to act on their own to resci d rules relating to price

competition. Hence the issue may have to be resol ed in the courts, in the

legislature, or by federal regulatory agencies ac ng under the doctrine of '

.supercession. A number of participants suggested that. the best way to get

action would be for consumer groups to put press re on the legislature. One

consumer official said,

upAtit noW, the peopte have keen vel4 q
weke atkanging thingz, to zuit.themzetve.s'.

. . .

Another coMmented,

A 6ew.yeau ago.
thete tots ho .4uppokt i the tegatatuite lio&Jlegutatoky

.ke6okm.- -Today-it44 a Acte'new baag 'I.;have.tegiaatots cateing

me Up to oak i6 they ca0p6mot Zeg tationthatwite zttengthen
out.depantMent'A koZe

, .

A legislator told'how he had.gained cons4lerable TV:and press'Coverage

against the .OptometryBoard's ban.against price advertising for eyeglasses.

He h?d dramatized the impact of the ban'On the. pocketbooks of-his constitu-

ents mdst of'whom were-elderlP 'The press.had given the- story extensive

coverage', 'and this:had caused the legislative coMmittee, which had refused_

to-take action against the bani:to reverse itself.- He Urged thaf.consuMers

-look-for vieys .1.:(Y dramatize thc,iMpactof. exclusionary xactices'in.licensing

on the cost and availability.pf. services:

Nee: peopte see the taationship. and Aeatize,that exeezaivety high

4tandands ake not-in the pubac intetezt, tegiztatota itiite-get:the

'mezzage and do .:6omething 'about the zituation.
, .

The achange of informatio -among consumer groupslir-. especially.sUggestIons

ofiways to influence legi latiVe 'action -- was mentioned as a high priOrity'
. .

item for any follow-up:project- 70

wh,ile -the pto6e.szions
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IV. INTEREST IN,PARTICIPATION

One of the major reasons for'undertaking the feasibilitrstudy was to
ascertain whether state officials would be interested in participating in
cooperative projects.

At the first meeting, unstructured questions relating to "interest in participa-
,tion" were incorporated into the worksheets. Participants were asked to
identify potential resource people wha might assist with the project and to
indicate whether 'or not they would personally be interested in participating.
The response was Overwhelmtngly'positive.

For the second meeting, two questionnaires were developed -- one for the
administrative group and another for the legislative' group. Both groups
were asked whether they would be interested in partictpating in future
stages of the project. Niae_of the ten legislators or legislative
aides who returned questionna)res respOnded affirmatively. All the admin-
istrative and legal officers also responded affirmatively.

.Participants were then asked to indiCate the topic of greateit interest to
them. A majority of administrators responded to probleffit related to the
authority structure. The other areas of interest were the accountability
issue, dealing with consumer concerns, and administrative and operational
topics. TI-r) legislative group was most interested in the decision-making
process -- whether or not to regulate a new occupation. Other topics, in
descending order of interest, were protecting\interests of the consumer,
composition and authority of boards, financia aspects of licensing,

' insuring that procedures used to assess competency meet quality standards,
insuring due proceSs to applicants and licensees, role of a centralized
agency -- advantages and disadvantages, recipracity.and endorsement, mainten-
ance of competence, accountability of boards, and qualifications.

For the final two meetings (San Francisco and Newark), a new and morc compre-
hensive questionnaire was developed. Twenty-nthe of the 31 attendees at
theSan Francisco conference turned in their questionnaires; while 14 of the
19.state officials at-the Newark conference'did so.

The crucial question regarding participation was stated as follows: ,

If one or more cooperative projects are undertaken during the next
phase, would you and/or members of your staff\be interested'in
participating by sharing informatton and ideas\, Critiquing drafts of
materials, helping to identify qualified consultants, and.possibly
pilot feting mater'i-als to determine theii-'u-sefulnes0

\

\
.

Yes NO -- Not sure .'
/ l

San Franicsco. 29 0

\/ °Newark/ I3 0 I

\

3
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,4 / .

The balance of the ritriohnaire cOncerned specific area's' o// nterest.

A' . , . /
Which of.tnetopics raised on the worksheets or disWsed today
were of greatest interest tO you? Check as many as and-

add 'others in the blank. spaces'.

Legislative Aspects SF/ NeWark

= 29 N = 14

Purposes of licensure 18 9

Deciding whether or not to ;;'egulate:

'guidelines,- . . .. . .. k. .. . . . . 23, 9

Toards': composition, authotAty,
: accountability. . -:, . . . .... . . 20 11

Organizational structure: centralized vs. --------------
decentralized 7

Financial aspect: general vs. special funds 11

Qualifications: which oneS'to include'. . . 10 8

Continued competence: how to implement

Due process: safeguarding rights of
applicants, licensees, and public .

21

9 , 10

Spate was provided for listing other topics. The following were suggested:

Deregulation
Laymen on boards

/ Self-interest vs. public interest
/,Protecting.consumer5
I .Enforcement

Alternatives tO licensing
Resolution of consumer conflicts against licensees

Administrative-and Operational Avects SF Newark .

.11 = 29 N = 14

Communication with applicants 1

Evaluation of training, experience, and
. other qualifications,of in-state, out-

of-state,.and.foreign applicants . . . . 16 7
4

Examinations: how to insure quality and
securitx .

13 6

Dealing with complaints of those denied
Iicensure 7 8
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SF Newark

N = 29 N = 14

Respondin
',

g to inquiries for diagnostic .

information, such as reasons for
failure on test, ireas of weakness. . . 5 5

Staff development for boarct personnel . . . 6 1

Investigations and enforcement activities . 13 9 ,

Insuring due process for applicants and
licensees . 10

7,

Dealing wfth privacy issue: public access
N to board records 11 6

-

Public Interest and'Consumer Aspects

1

,

Public members on licensing boards . . . 2 2 14

Accountability of litensing agencies
to the public 23 11

Allegations about anticompetitive features
of licensing 18 10

6 Role of licensing agencies in supporting
nondiscrimination policies of state ,

.

with respect to employment,and services
.to the public

rNtr
11 6

4 .0
Oth4r topics PiJted were:

Screening and orientation of board members
National examination programs
Model legislation
Cost of licensed services ---
Affirmative action

The raw numbers, in themselves, probably have little practical significance
except as crude indicators of the topics that interest state officials.
Nearly everyone was interepted in public members; authority structure and
accountability of boards; betiding whetherl or not to regulate; the issue of
continued competence; and evaluation of qualifications, training, and
experience. Few expressed interest in improved communication with applicants
or in staff development of board personnel. From a cursory inspection of
these responses, a su6stantial pool of talent is interested in participation
and likely to do so if offered an opportunity to work on topics of real
concern.

7 3
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V. EVALUATION OF THE CONFERENCES

Although no formal evaluation was made orthe first conference, informal \

feedback (comments written on worksheets, postmeeting discUssions, and ,

letters of appreciation) indicated that most participants were enthusiastic
aboutIthe meeting. They mentioned specifically-theopportunttytomeet \

with pfficfals from other States, to learn-what other states were doing,
and to explore the possibility of cooperative action in dealing with common
problems.

Following the Chicago meeting, the Advisory Commitiee suggested that an
evaluation form be developed for use at future meetings, Such a form was

devised and was used at the last three meetings. Out of a total of 72

state officials'who participated in the Atlanta, San Francisca, and,Newark

meetings, 63 turned in questionnaires.

There were six questions on the evaluation form. These covered the partici-

pant's overall reaction, whether the meeting had Lontributed to his cr her

understanding of.licensing, the "mix" of participants, adequacy of time

available, value of the worksheets, and likelihood that the participant's

state would benefit from an implementation project of the type under

consideration.

1. To what extent did this conference conform to your expectations?

Atfanta SF Newark Total

N = 18 N = 29 N =116 N = 63'

132

28 .

Better.tha6:1 expected 8 17 7
Just about what I expected 10 10 8 .

Not at,all what I 'expected, but
glad I came

Not at all what I expected, sorry
I came 0 1 1

For most participants, the confei'ence came up to or excleded their expecta-

,

tions. Only on individual expressed Aisappointment. ollowing are a few

typical comment written.after this question.

I vi4 what to expect. Gtad T came.

It MA a ben iiciat. meeting.
I

I came ekpe ng to be enlightened and I

Vevceoped di6cusis-i.on on mme impontant bazic i.4.41te4 thew I expected.

2

7 4
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2. To What extent did the conference contribute toyour understandin9 of
licensing problems and issues?

Atlanta , SF Newark Total

N = 18 N = 29 N -*16 N =.63

A 6reat deal 8 21 7 36

To a' modest degree 10 8 9 27

Very little 0 0 O. -0

Nearly everyone reported that they had gained useful inSights from the meeting.
One legislatorwrote:. Lam tjay new.at th,i,6 az atelnozt tegi44ato1L6. With

yout heep I can begin tv educate back.home.

Another legislator wrote: It bAought out queztionz and iz3uez in thiz anea
that I had not conzideted be6oke.

3. What did you think of the "mix" of participants in/terms of their 6Terience,
background, and functions?

Atlanta SF Newark Total

N = 18 = 29 N = 16 N = 63

Good mix -- many viewpoints
represented )/ 13- 28 12 53

Would have preferred group with
more diversity 5 1 4 10

/

Would'have preferred group with / /

less diversity
.

.
/
/

/

0 .0 0 0

/7
Most participantS seemed to be plesed with the diversity of backgrounds and

:functions represented at-the conferences. Those who said they would have
preferred more diversity explal/Ked tbat they would have liked to have had
some=board officials present to give)their side of the case. A few partici-
pants at the-Atlanta merting/iaid that they would haVe liked to have had

some legiSlators present at'their session.
,,

/ .

4. Considering the pprpoSe of the maeting, do you feel that time available
for discussion Was / )

,

Adequate

Inadequate

S.

7 5

Atlanta SF Newark Total

= 18 N = 29 *1 = 16 N - 63

12 "0 12 S 24

28 4 38



Many participants stated that they would have preferred at least a two-day

conference. One person said: The topia kequited much mote time 40A even

a cutooty undeutanding a4 the i'mum.

However, most of those who wrote comments made positive statements, such as:

A guat cleat waz coveted in a ohott-peiti.od o4 time. I have neVert

attended an out-ot-Atate meeting which had Auch a gneat pupoAtion

o4 ptoductive time.

I peuonatty tiett the time uvus inadequate, but the wokkohop
accomptizhed a gteat dea2 in a Vety AlloAt time.

The time avaaabte Waz med verty wet4.
6

Woutd.have tiked mote time 4o that we .coutd &aim 4tom thoze who

wete 40 much mote knoWeedgeabte. Peopte had a tot to zhate with

one anothet. Too bad we coutdn't continue 601L anothert day.

'It js interetting An note the differences in the:pattern of.responses.at the

various meetings. In'bothAtlanta and Newark, among thoserettirning question-.

naires, there was i tendency to say that the time avai1able_had2_been !'adeqUate."

However, the San francisco grOUp expressed a contrary viewpoint. All 28

respondents saidjhat there had.not.been sufficient!time.. One possible

explanation is that the worksheets which had been sent to participants in

advance of the San Francisco meeting generated.unrealistic expectations.

Participants,may have come to the conference ahxious to talk about certain

toPits only to find that these tould not be.dealt with because of time

limitations. Although the saMe worksheet was sent Out in advance of the.

Newark conference, participahts:had been cautionedbeforehand thathot all

topics wouldhe covered. They were urged tO write their comments on the

worksheet so that these would become-part,of the retord.

5. Do yoU feel that the use of worksheets made the ditcussion

Atlanta. ' SF Newark Total

N = 13- N.= 29 N = 16..N = 63

More productive 17 . 26 10 .53'

2\!ess..productive 0 C 0

Ma.de noAifference 1 2 5 8'

The_response indicates.a strag positive reaction to Ole worksheett.: Those

who wrote comments indicated that the worksheets&had.provided cohe,Tnce and

Airettion for the conferente. One person said: Ptovided an excettent method

. o4 4ocusing the: dizmozion without making it.itigid.
.e

A hUMber of people commehted that the discussion leaders should have stayed

closer tä the wOrksheets. Such comments:tuggest that the worksheets were one

of the factors that made for a successful conference..
/

7 6
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6. If a project is implemented along_the lines discussed, what doyou
think is the likelihood that it will yield benefits to your state?

Atlanta SF

N = 29

Newark Total

N = 18 N = 16 N = 63

Good likelihood of benefits,to
my state , 10 14 32

Some likelihood of benefits to
my state 7 12 26'

Little or no likelihood of benefits
to my state 0 0 1. 1

No opinion/not applicable 1 1 0 . 2

The response to'this question may be viewed as highly. encouraging. Out of
63 respondents, about half felt that there was good likelihood that their
state would benefit, while an additional 40 per cent felt there was some
likelihood of benefit. Thus, better than 9 out of 10 participants anticipate
benefits from a follow-up project.



st

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A COOPERATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

The discussions that took place during the four feasibility study conferences

convinced the project-staff that there is a substantial body of support for

regulatOry improvement withih the governmental structure itself. Legislators.

expressed dismay about the increased pressure they:are getting from new

groups that want td be regulated. Administrators of umbrella agencies are

concerned about the high degree of autonomy and:the lack of public accounta-

---b1-1-44YerIJOYe 1111 dominated boards. Legal officers

.are worried about the procedures used by virtually autonomous oards in

conducting investigations, hearings,'and appeals. They are asking whether

due process and- the interests of the public are adequately protected.

COnsuMer officials are looking intoithe impact of regulationcn the cost

and availabilitY'of services and Whether.regulatory boards are aCtually

giving legal"sanction Ao,anticompetitive practices.
,

While state regulatory officials may be regarded as potentialchange agents,

their ability to initiate change is limited. They participate only in a

nominal way in national organizations, such-as NCOL They are'distracted

by other responsibilities, and often uninformed about what might be done in

a specific situation because there is no information system.prIpational clear-

inghouse. They my be familiar with problems and issues in their own States,

but they seldom know what's happening even in nearby States or, what efforts

have been made to deal with problems and concerns similar to their own.

This information gap leads to a wasteful duplication of effort. The state .

official who does not know what has been tried elsewhere, what the experience

.
has been,"or how such exRerience might be applied to his own Situation is

likely to repeat.the mistakes of others or tO reinvent a- wheel that May

already exist.in another Jurisdiction.

READINESS FOR COOPERATIVE ACTION

The project staff perceived a.growing awareness among state officials that

many of the.regulatory prodblems they have in common are More likely to be

.solved by States working together rather than in isolaticin- Individual states --

even the. largest -- lack the resources to undertake the research and developr

ment required to devise workable solutions. Yet cooperation is resisted

because of the strong feeling among stateofficials thatsince states are

:seldom exactly alike, no single sOlUtion is likely vi apply. States are not

interested-in-cOoperating unless-they can be assured that whatever emergeS

from a joint effortwill be sufficiently flexible that they' will be able

to dl-aW from the outCome those elements that fit their own situation or that

canbe adapted in a suitable way.

\A further complicating Octor that hampers interstate cooperation is the.

relatively high turnover among-administratorS of licensing agencies. These

administrators are usuallY gubernatorial appointees who. change with each

.administration. Whatever knowledge and experience they may have acquired
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during tenure on the job is lost when they leave and must be gained anew .

by each appointee. This can be a slow, wasteful process(with each incumbent
finding that he must take three steps, backward before he can ever think
about taking 'a step forward. The foregoing'observation also applies to
legislators.

The project staff discerned a high level of Suspicion aMong state officials
that the federal government intends to intervene in the regulatory arena
to impose its standards and wishes onthe states. FearS are expressed
that federal funding, especially in'health related programs, will be used
as a club to bring about compliance with federally determined standards.
Any. federally.funded initiatives-cOncerned with regulatory reform must

_ .

expect to encounter suspicion,'ff not outright hostilitY, from state officials.

It was, therefore,"bighly encouraging for the project staff to find partiCi-
pants at the regional meetings expressing a positive attitude toward coopera-
tive projects. As previOusly noted, 97 per cent of those responding to a
questionnaire indicated that-they would be interested in participating in
cooperativeprojects "...by'sharing information and ideas, critiquing draft
materials, helping to identify qualified consultants, and possibly'pllot
testing materials to determine their usefulness," .The high degree of interest
shown.is further reinforced by a conviction on the part of. nearly all partici-
pants that the results of a cooperative effort are likely to yield benefits
fortheir states. .

THE PROPOSED HANDBOOK-

In the light of the information and insighIs gained during the feasibility
study, the project staff has concluded that regulatory iMprovement in the
states would be substantially enhanced by the development of a handbook or
resource file that would provide state officials with practical organiza-

.tional and procedUral guidance in both legislative and operational matters..
The handbookwould describe hOW a.particular problem had been handled else-
where and.the elements thatexisted. in that situation, what experts think
might be done or should be,done, what a preferred approaCh might be pnder
varieus circumstances, and what standards, if any, may apply to a particular
situation.

Such a guide could reflect the wide dirsity among the statet by providing
information; examples, case studies, and recommendations of experts about

. a number of.alternativEvapproaches to.a given problem. The pros and cotis
of each approach mright-lbe outlined, along with information about. the demo-
graphic and situational factors"under which it had been found to work or not

.Work... By having available a range of positive working alternatives, a state
could Select an-approach that best suited its needs. or it could draw

' elements from among the options presented to tailor a uni-que'SOTution that
might better fit its circumstanCes than any of the proposed' alternatives.,.:

In developing a preliminary.outline for. the Oroposed4landbook, the proje0
staff has been guided by responses on the interest.questionnaire and-by \

suggestions made during the course of the meetings. It seems clear.that the
'
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major dimensions of the handbook should encompass problems and solutions in

both the legislative and the administrative/operational areas. The public

interest/consumer problem area Kwhich was listed separately on the interest

questionnaire) appears to cut across both domains. For this reason, it

can probably be dealt with effectively under one or the other of the two

broad rubrics mentioned earlier.

Following is a brief, annotated outline of topics that might be covered

in the proposed handbook. The outline is not intended to be all inclusive

or prescriptive. Rather, it seeks to illustrate the questions that such a

handbook might try to answer and problems for which solutions might be

sought.

A. Legislative Problems and Solutions

1. Purposes oeRegulation

2. Deciding Whether or Not to Regulate

Both of these topics (1 and 2) impinge on the concerns expressed

regarding the rapid proliferation of licensing. Legislators recognize

thatthey need to reexamine the purposes of occupational and professional

regulation and to consider alternative approaches tbsat may accomplish

the desired social goals in a less restrictive manner.
-

To facilitate the decision-making process, it has been proposed that

the handbook include guidelines or criteria that legislators may use in

evaluating all new regulatory proposals. These same guidelines may also

be,useful when legislators consider the deregulation of certain occupa-

tions and professions under the "sunset law" approach.
. /

3 Authority Structure

4 Organizational Structure

Authority structure and organizational structure (3 and 4) are closely

related. There was considerable interest in knowing,about alternative

patterns for.organizing regulatory activities to insure both effective

administration and adequate accountability. What are the pros and cops

of centralized administration as compared with a decentralized approach?

How should boards be constituted? Should they be decision-making or

advisory? What role, if any, should the public play in regulating

occupations and professions?

The most troublesome question is that of accountabil;Ty. How can the

legislature be sure that. the various regulatory boards are aCting in the

public interest? Various approaches for ac, eving a highen degree of

accountability need to b-e identified_and_evaluated._
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5. Financing Regulatory Activities

Should boards be self supporting or should their activities be paid for
in whole or in part out of general fUnds? Where should income froin\fees

the various boards? These are crucial questions with which legislato4
go -- into the general fund or into special accounts under control'of

are grappling. Much more is at stake than dollars. The decision made
. with respect to financing will almost certainly determine the of

autonomy enjoyed by boards and the extent to which they can be
accountable for what they do -- or fail to do.

6. Qualifications for Licensure

Nearly everyone agrees that training, expereince, and demonstrated
competence are legitimate qualifications for licensure. But what about
other requirements such-as age, educatiOn, citizenship, and "good mbral
character"? Should these be included in dew legislation? What can be
done to remove unnecessary restrictions 71-om existing statutes?

How specific should the statute be wit respect to such matters as
qualifications or the content of exam ations?, And how much should be
left in the hands of boards through e delegation of authority to
promulgate rules and regulations?

-7. Continued Competence

A major criticism of licensing, as it exists today, is.the inability
of boards to insure that licensees have maintained their competence.
It has been proposed that practitioners be subjected to ,periodic re-
examination or to some type of perTormance audit as a condition of
relicensure. Trade and professional groups have favored a continuing
education approach. Legislators are raising many questions inthis area:
Is there evidence that people have been hurt by the failure of boards
to monitor continued competence? What will the cost of contrinuing

education be to the consumer? Is it likely to be worth the cost?
What impact will differing'continuing education requirements have on
interstate mobility of skilled workers and professionals?

8. Public Interest and Consumer .Protection

What mtchanisms have states devised for insuring that consumers!
/

interests are adequately protected vis-a-vis regulatory boards? How
effective have these been? Should there be public members on regulatory
boards? How many? What can be done to increase the likelihood that
they will be able-to play a-constructive role? Would changes in'
administrative procedures increase the likelihood of greater public and
consumer participation in hearings on'proposed rules and regulations?

Are boards doing as much as they could to,discipline practitioners who
. demonstrate incompetence or do shoddy work?. Are there legislative

8 1
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remedies that would strengthen the mandate of boards to function on

_behalf of consumerS? What "can be done to prevent boards from fostering

anticompetitive practices now or in'the future?

B. Administrative ProbleMs and Solutions

1. Evaluation of Qualifications

How valid are-the training, experience, and other qualifications

currently used by boards? What steps can be taken to insure that

requirements are job related and appropriate (that is, notlexcessive

or exclusionary)? Are procedures for evaluating qualifications of

-------uut=o-frsta-te-or-forvign appli-conts equ4table?.. Is the system sufficiently°

flexible to accommodate qualified individuals who may have received their'

training Or acquired experience in:nontraditional situations?

. Asse sment-of Cumpetence \ .

1

How good are the written and perforManee tests used to assess petence? ,

Hem can the agency staff monitor the testing activities of ards and.

Provide training when needgd to insure the tests meet fessional 7,

//standards?, What respunsibilities do board meMbers ve with respect to. \

,
tests when national examinations are used? Do the board have responsi- ,

'

, bility for prOvidirg applicants with "feed "'regarding areas of weakness? 6

If so, how can such diagnostic informat:on be summartzed,and transmitted

to candidates? Considerable interesfwas shown in the proposed,BEOCC
/ .

guidelines. In the gvent that these guidelines are adopted an -are

found to apply to licensing--agencies, what steps shoul ,state gencies

(and individual boards) tila: to insure that they are in compli nce?

3. Investigations and Enforcement

4. Insuring Due Process

Investigations, enforcement, and due process (3 and 4) were id ntified

by many participants as critical, but,elatively weak links in'the

regulatory chain... How can this aspect of licensing be strengthened?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of a centralized investigatory

unit?\ What rOle, if any, should board Tembers play in investigations,

hearings, determining guilt or innocence, and deciding on-sanctions for

licensees found;tbibe Oilty? Are tnere enforcement and disciplinary
procedures_that provide adequate safeguards to the public while at the' "

same time protecting the constitutional rights of liceniees?

5. The Privacy Issue

Public record laws have raised questions as'to which records of ,boards

.should be kept confidential and which'onbs should be open for public.

scrutiny? "Sunshine laws" have raised similar questions about meetings.

Administrators want to know whether other sIates have developed policies

related to the privacy issue that might be helpful in their own states.
F
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Tncreasing-the Effectiveness of Boards

Interest was expressed in ways to orient new hoard members so that
they wouJcf have an apPreciation of the issues involved in regulation aS
well as an understanding of their specific duties and responsibilities.
Board members'often need help in formulating and evaluating rules ahd
regulations, in understanding administrative procedures, and in developing

,ocompetencr_tests. Public members of regulatory bci.rds may need addi-
tional orientation so that they will gain an understanding of the occupa-
tion or profession and of informational resources available to them both
inand out of state government.

7. Pablic Interest and Consumer Aspects

9- Administrators see a need to strengthen procedures for dealing with
complaints of conSumers. ,The development of better record keeping and,
tracking procedures for complaints was accorded a high priority:
Boards should be more responsive to inquirie from applicants and the
general public. Way's heed to be found to obtain greater input from the
public when rules and regulatidns are under consideration. Interest

.was also expressed in strengthening the role of regulatory agencies in
support of affirmative action policies of the state -- not only as it
affects licensing and employment, butservices to the public as well.

I

,

,

,

AN APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT . 1

II 1

Experience has shownthat'providing resource materials -- even good materials --
As rarely sufficient, by itsey., to stimulate change unless pressure for.

, Change'andsupport.for change are also eviderit. 'One of the assumptions ....

underlying the.proposed 'project is that a climate for change can be generated
: by involving key people in the state in-the devefoOmental process.

, .

. 0 ' . : . .

'it is proposed that, in developing'a handbook,-task force groups of state
officia),s be constitUted to assist in delineating the content,. identifying
:-states where exemplary practices'may-be found, suggesting names of in8ividuals.
'who.might. be-able to provide inforMation, and serving as contributors and
:critics. Other State officials. especially regulatory agency persOnnel
,14olved.in exeMplaryprograms-or,with ihnovative.practices -7 should be
.-Imiited,to'share their experiences with- respect tel,the prOblemt and issues
covered in the handbook.. Where appropriate, state egency personnel-might' .

'be asked.td tin- ertake'small-scale developmental projects pr fosOnduct

1
'field tests to determine whether the materials under development are.practical
and. usabl-e.' , '. ..- '. . .

. .. 1

.
F

.

. . .. . ,
. '

While mosl of the material forthe Wandbook wOuld 43e generated. bY state.
9officials:-.there are likely, .:.,be some topic8' where the degree'of:expertise. "
needed or the degree,of'ir,tition required .goe's beyoridthat availablp, 'from
these Sources.:t In IsuCh'ilces, it might be advisable.to seek out 'an :

c'quthorfty in the'fjeld izfJ t'ommi5.sion4him or .her to prepare a paper speCifi-..
-cally for the handbook.: 1.::,* Asohe advantagedus to develop. co,*rative

.
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relatiOnships with such organizations as the Council of State Governments,

- the National Conference of State Legislatures, and the National Association

;of Attorneys" General to assist With specific aSpeCts of:the project.-

To insure that.the content of the handbook is accurate and that the proposed

approiches are sound, all maferial should be subjected to critical review by

task force members and by other\qualified persons drawn from among con.-

feyence participants and others who have been identified subsequent to the

conferences.

DISSEMINATION: THE KEY TO CHANGE

It is urged that dissemination strategies be devised and.budgeted as an

integral part of the developmental effort. The dissemination process should

.begin long before the handbook is in its final farm.. The groundword for

utilization must be prepared.by sensWzing";state officials to the problems

and involving them in the quest.for SClutions: _Key legislators and other

officials-snould play an active role in the developmental process -- by

serving as planners, contributors, and reviewers. As draft materials are

generated, state officials should be asked to react to them and to seek

suggestions from thOse most likely to make use of the materials. Such A

. review process should\increase the likelihood\that the materials:will be

( ,solind, realistic, and'attuned to the needs o-fliEhe field.

Information about the project, its nature; scope, methods,-and_anticipated

outcomes, should be brought to the.attention of appropriate groups. This

might be done by means of a newsletter, journal articles,,progress reports,

and speeches At national and regional meetings.

The,projeCt:staffmight consider serving as an informal cleaPinghouse during

the/life of the project. Staff members could answer inquirieabout sources

of information or sUggest plAces where tertain recommended practices were

'already:in use. On some oceasions, if might even be appropriate for the,

staff:to share materiaA while these were-still in-draft form. .:$uch sharing

(with appropriate sedguards) could help to-Meet some of the immediate needs

'of states And, at the same ttme, provide the projeCt staff.with feedback of

a very' practical nature; .

.. ,

Consideration should ialb be given to establishlng a mechanism for periodi- .

:callv upda ing. the handbook to Prevent it froM becoming obsolete. A flexible,

lbose-leaf format.wourd Seem-desirable, possibly Coupled with some:sort Of'

suKscription service to insure t[iat Us.ers woiild automatically receive new -.

daterials as is,sued,'

.
, /

The ultimate test of the handbook's effectivenes will be.how-widely the

',materials are, accepted and used and What AMpact they have op policies and

!practices in the statet,
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WOiUKSHEETS

Appendix B

These worksheets are intended to serve a dual purpose: 1) to

:stimulate your thinking on a variety Of-toPics related to licensing,

and 2) to provide the project:staff with a record of comments and

ideas that might not emerge during the discussion:

- The que tjons and statements on the left-hand side of each

sheet co er problems and concerns expressed at previous

meetings , licensing administrators, legislators, legal

officers ana-/others.

- In th lank space on,the right,please jot down any ideas

you h e on the topic, note any additional concerns, and

give us your suggestions for dealing with the problem.

This is not a formal 'questionnaire. We do not expect you to

'respOnd to all of the questions. We hope that you will share your

thbughts off those topics that are of special intereSt or,concern

_and on whici.,_yOj_Jretxp_erience can be helpful.

Since time for discussion will be limited, we shall be able to..:

deat with only a limited number of questions. It.wt11 not be poSsibile

for participants to bring up all of the points that merit considera71

tion. That is why °your notes on the worksheets will be of special 1

yalue. After the meeting, Oe will review the "jottings" of all

participants and incorporate them.into our report. If 14e are nbt

sure wh:It you had in mind, we may call you or write for CliFffication'

You havevour aSsurance that nothing'said during these meetings or

noted on the worksheetS will -be quoted or attributed in a way that

would permit an individual participant to'be.identified. Any reports_

issued by this project will deal with-categories of respondents, not

with the views of individuals-.
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TOPIC 1: Purpose of Licensing

1. What should be the: major pur-
poses in regulating an

:occupation or profession?

2. Dc0fou feel that, on the whole,
statutory regulation in your
state has accoMplished these
PUrposbs?
If not, in what specific respects
has it fallen short?
What do you think might be done
to correct these shortcomings?

TOPIC 11: Decidin9 Whether or Not to Regulate

3. What should you look .for when you
are considering regulatory
legislationt?,

° What questions should you ask?

What evidence should be required
to jUstify the need for statutory
regulation?

4. .How can you be. sure that proponents
of licensure have considered other
less restrictive alternatives and
that their reasons for rejecting
them are sound?

6. What are the thghest-problems you
face when you MUst decide whether
or nOt to support a proposal to
regulate an occuPation for the
.first time?

6. What forces or factbrs do you
see as major influences in
promOting the licensing of

° additional occupations and
professions?

8-2
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Is it reasonable to expect that
circumstances might arise where
the continued regulation of an
occupation or profession might
no longer be necessary or
desirable? What might su:h
circumstances be? What might

be done to bring about
"deregulation"?

TOPIC fII. Writing_ a Licensing-Law

8. Which elements of a licensing statute do you think ought to be very

s ecific in the law, and which ones left qUite -general, i:e, details

left or board or agency determination?. Check which you think it

should be and add.any comments.

Element Specific General Commenfs

Purpose

,

Definition of. Practice

Board composition, terms,
appointment/remmial

,

Scope of jurisdiction/
authority of board

Duties and responsibillities
of members

I

To whom accountable? When?

How? !

_

Qualifications of Ticensees
,

EndOrsement of licenses.from.
other,states or copntrieS

,

Tett.content I

1

.

Grandfathering 1

Exemptions
/

Fees and.changesiin fee,
structure -i.

T

. .

.

,

Hearings and appeals
I

,

Groundsor disCiplinary
action

11.

_

Administrativelprocedures.

Other aspects:i

!

_
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9. Which of the following qualifications should (should not) generally
be included in a licensing -statute?

5hould
flhii ificati

Education

Training

Litizenship

Competency
ci

.

/

.

.

Moral Character

,
.

Age

, ,

Residency

( :

5ex

,
,

.

.

Other
,

i\-
.

A A

.

.

[

s
.



10. What should be the major
functi(*is of a regulatory
board?

llç How should boards be constituted?

What
Propdrtion?: Comments

Members of regulated occupation

Representatives from State
societies or other occupa-
tionally-related organizations

Representatives from related

occupation

Representative from relevant
State agency

Public:or consumer representa-
tion

Other

12. Should .boards be primarily

advisory bodies

decision-making bodies

r.

If advisory, where should the final-

decision-making authority be lodged?

If decision-making, how can one
be sure that boards will be

accountable to the public and

the,profession?

101
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13. 6hould boards be administratiVely
autonomous or should they be .part
of a.departmeht or a enc
(umbrella organization ?

autonomous
-

part of a department or
agency

'other-

14. If board is part Of an umbrella
agency, where should authority
reside for the following
functions?

'Services

Should common services provided\
by the agency be

optional: i.e., used at
discretion of boa"ds

mandatory: use requl-ned
by all boards

Personnel

Should authority to hire and
fire executive officers of
boards and board stiffs
reside with':

agency director

individual boards

Finances

Should expenditure of board /

funds be

at discretion of the board

subject to budgetary tontrols
of the,agency

Policy

Should rules and regulations be

strictly the business of the
board

subject to review and approval
by the agency

B-6
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15. How should a state's regulatory

activities be financed?

Each board should support
-its activities out of fees .

collected from its licensees.
Funds Would 5e heQd
"specia4 atcount".'

Regulatory activities should
be supported by pooling fees

of all boards. Income from

fees should be controlled by

the umbrella agency.

Regulatory activities should

be supported out of general

funds; subject to the usual

budgetary process. All

income from fees should go
into the general fund.

/Other approaches:

. 16 Should regulatory unctions be
income-producing, i.e.itring in
more than it costs to operate
the programs?

17. Should regulatory attivities be

essentially self-supporting or
should part of the cost be

defrayed out of general funds?

18. How should the law deal with
people who are already engaged

- in practice (grandfathers)?

19. Should -the law provide for
"evidence of continued com-
petence" after a penson has
obeen licensed? How might ;

such a requirement be
implemented?

20. Continuing education is often
suggested as one way to deal with
the issue of continued competence.
Can you suggest alternative
approaches that merit consideration?
Please explain.

B-7
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TOPIC IV: Implementation of the La

What problems have arisen in yourkt
with'respect to the following operaJ
tional aspects of licensing? Please

21. Is there a. tendency for boards
.to be overly restrictive? Do

they set standards for licensure
beyond those generally required?
If so, what might be done to
counteract such tendencies?

22. Are boards in your state required
to have on record clear guide-
lines for evaluating-qualifica-
tions of applicants?

23. What problems (if any) are you
encountering in evaluating the
quilifications of applicants,
from other states or foreign
countries?

24. What problems have arisen (or are
likely to arise) in the use of
national testing programs?

2 . What problems have arisen (or are
likely to arise) in the use of
tests prepared by board members?

26. Should knowledge.of.English be a
prerequisite for a license?

Dcrany boards.in your state endeavor
to assess the cdmpetency of candi-,
dates who are not literate 4n
English or who have difficUlty
reading English?

How is this being done?

ilould.they be doing this?

,104
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27. What's done about complaints from
aOlicants who feel that they
have been improperly denieb
licensure on the 6asis of quali-
fications or testing standards?

28. How do boards re$pond totinquiries
from candidates as toy,* they
fai-led'or what their sOecific
areas of weakness may be?

:Do you feel 'hoards have an
obligation to provide candidates
with such information?

29. Is there a need for in-service
training for board and,agency
staff peesonnel? In.what areas?

30. What should be the role of boards
with respect to the.disciptinary
function?

Set standards,and Make
rules; but leave imple-
mentation to others.

.Play active role in investi-
gations, hearings and
decision process. .

Other

31-. -If investigations are to be turned
over to a separate unit, how
should such a unit be constituted?

To whom should it be accountable?

32. How may the rights of licensees
and those of the public be,pro-
tected during the investigatory/
enforcement,process?.

105
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33. When there is a civil or criMinal
issue involved in a disciplinary
matter, should the board take
action independently of the cOurts
or should it await the outcome of

'the judic4al. proceedings?
Explain.

TOPIC V: Public and Consumer Interest

34 If you have public members on your
boards, what has been-the net

effect? (What difference has their

presence made?). Explain.

35. What do you think might be done

to increase the ef4ectiveness of
Public member's?

6*. 1.iave you encountered any conflicts
-between the.public's "right to
know" on the one nand and the
licensee's right to privacy (Or
due process) on the other?
Explain.

37. What types of information about
licensees is the,consumer entitled
to seek from a licensing agency?'

38. What can be done to resolve questions
related to those aspects of the
regulatory process that consumers
maintain arq anti-competitive--such
as restrictions on advertising and
price posting? How and by whom?

Are there Other a.spects of:consumer.
involvement in licensure that
should be considered?

1 06"
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40. What might this project do to
assist states in dealing with
consumer aspects of ltcensing?

N\

TOPIC VI: Forces For and Against Change

WhaI doryou think might be done
to bring.about needed changes in
,the structure and operation of
licensing b ards?

42. Whi-th,interes groups oroorganiza-

tOns are like1to sUpport the

status quo? (Be as specific as

pbssible.)

43. Can you identify any groups or
organizations which are interested

in seeing changes in the status

quo? (Be as specific as possible.)

44. What Major problems will need 6
be overcomd in bringing about.change?

45._What suggestions do you have for

dealing with these Thoblems?

46. How-might the issue of changes in

licensure be presented to the
legislature so as.to increase the
likelihood of success?

47. What might be done to make the

public more aware of the impact

of licensure and more concerned -

about the need for change?
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